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PREFACE

Steel plays such an Important role In our present-day life that
it Is sometimes said that we live in an Age of Steel.

Hot only does

it rank among the largest industries, both in terms of else and in
terms of value added by manufacture, but it furnishes the basic
material for many other industries.

Its pricing policies, conse

quently, affect not only the direct consumers of its products but
indirectly the general public.
.
In recent years attacks have been levelled at the pricing poli
-

cies of the steel industry a

■

-

'

-

'

-

■>

It is charged that steel prices have been

maintained at unreasonably high levels over a long period of time.
Such price behavior, critics declare, is incompatible with conditions
of competition.

The steel industry has contended that its prices ars

fair and reasonable.

It argues that their failure to conform to ideals

of eoepetitiflB is the result of conditions peculiar to the steel in
dustry.
It is the purpose of this study to investigate the pricing
policies of the steel industry*

This involves a study of the production

and distribution patterns of the industry, the history of its pricing
policies, and the evidence upon which critics of the industry base their
arguments.
The study covers the period 1880-1939.

Prior to 1880 steel pro

duction was limited by the high costs of converting pig iron into
steel.

In the decade preceding 1880, however, new processes were

lU

invented which reduced the costs of making steel to such an extent that
steel production developed rapidly, and soon outstripped the manufacture
of iron in importance.

The study ends with the year 1939, for condi

tions in the industry since that time cannot now be considered either
permanent or typical.
The significance of steel prices lies la the fact that they are
not determined by highly competitive conditions.

Sometimes such prices

are termed administered pricee, or a »follow-tha-leader« system of
prices.

For this reason emphasis has been placed upon the United States

Steel Corporation.

It is the largest producer of steel in the United

States, and its pricing policies are closely followed by the other meabers of the industry.
ably

Moreover, the various steel companies are remark-

in their structure and organisation.
The writer made this study against a background of several years*

training in economic theory and problems and business practices.

The

sources consulted and the materials used consisted of the following,
the studies of the steel industry prepared by the United States Steel
Corporation; the monographs prepared for the use of the Temporary
National Committee; and the hearings on the steel industry held
the Temporary National Economic Committee.

by

In addition, the court cases

involving the United States Steel Corporation and many books and articles
relating to certain phases of the Steel industry proved useful.

The

studies made by the United States Steel Corporation quite naturally refleeted the point

grapbe .rltt-

of

Tie. =f the Indue*,.

The authors of the meno-

tor the lenporery Matlonri Eeenomlo Co-ltte.

handicapped in their Innhlllt,

to
iv

were

obtain irfo»etion po,.es,ed only „

the steel companies.

Some of the critics of the steel industry re

vealed their bias in falling to give proper emphasis to the basic
econoaic conditions in the industry*

LOCATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE STEEL INDUSTM
1
In order to understand the pricing policy of any industry it is
necessary to know something of that industry1s background, its loca
tion, structure, and historical development.

Particularly is this true

in the case of the steel industry, one of the most basic durable goods
industries in our economy.

Both the advocates and the critics of its

pricing system stress these factors in their arguments, the former
justifying the system as a result of the In tarnation of these forces,
the latter contending that the system is essentially artificial and has
produced damaging effects, not only for the consumers and the public,
but perhaps for the industry itself as well.

It Is fitting, therefore,

to examine briefly the location, structure, and the development of the
steel industry before any attempt is made to analyze its pricing
policies.
.

A.

2

<& Jfea I M s g S E E

One of the outstanding characteristics of the industry is the
concentration of production in a relatively few areas.

Iron production

in the United States, first began in a limited area east of the

!• According to Joan Robinson an industry is
producing a single commodity.
(London, 1933), p. 17. In the
of firms producing a
2,
Page 2

of firms
Ssassti
it is a
the map on

e. n t- £-1-5
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too KILOMETEWS
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WEST LONGITUDE

, which was also a principal

to the Lake

Pittsburgh, the

costa play an
ton of pig iron ares
4075 pounds of Iron ore (
content), 2700 pounds of

the Bills.

value, and conversion losses average around 30 per cent, it can readily
he seen that steel production

cm

be more economically carried on if

relatively of more economic importance than cheap ore, however, since
it is a source of power, as well as of fuel (in the fora of coke), but

it is the combined assembly costs of these materials per ton of iron

* *1939), p. 15.
United States Steel Cor^ r a t i o n Study, (1939), p. 10.
3. Daugherty, Carroll R., Melvin 6

1 S. Stratton,

plant location,

this is of but limited significance, however »

it is only important for the seal-integrated1 producer of those steels
that can be made with a high percentage of scrap.*
The Lake Superior ores are the backbone of the steel industry in
the Dnited States, supplying about 82 per cent of the ore consumed in
the country, while the finest metallurgical coking coals are found in
western Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Kentucky.^

those companies

situated on lakes are the most advantageously located, with the river
companies following in second place and the land companies making a very
poor third.

Areas corresponding to this classification are respectively

Chicago, Pittsburgh and Youngstown.

In the case of a Pittsburgh com

pany the ore would cone from northern Minnesota or Michigan and coal
from Pennsylvania or West Virginia.

In many cases the cost of trans

porting ore and coal is greater than the cost of the ore and coal
themselves at the mines, the only saving factor being the low cost of
water transport.
the

Consequently, in the matter of ore shipments it is

companies that profit by their location, for the ore is gotten

at the north end of the lakes, and in their case the lake port is the

1.

2

.

3.

nno

production with crude steel and does not produce

pig iron.

28 e

11.

hone port.

A land conpsay, hcweyar, cast ship fron. port to plant, at

au added cost of from eighty.

cd*S

to nearly tiro dollora per.ton.

Ins

river compiles a m m) bettor off tifch record to ore transport for
h«r« tiwir rivero do then no gpefyfor the Ohio and its tribuLuries,
rirlng In ?jestei*n f snnsylvauin a?::' in west Virginia, flow southwest in
to the Kissiaaippi instoad of nor.lhwsst into the Lakos.

Hence the

river cb.-apr’-niee must haul their .iron by land and pay ono dollar a ton
or more for its., transport.

Orf the hauling of corvl, however,-the, river

companies have a great and componffiting advantage, for the

vuXcrs&yn

lead to their prezslaes and coal roaoo to them do^n the fcnogsheln and
the Ohio st a cost of about thirty cents a ton, while it copfcs Cl»90
to bring the name ccul to dlcvelcsd-.end £2.59 to bring it to Chicago.
Iho lake conpir-ibs;get sons ecr.l.frr}?' the nearer Illinois fields, but
still their coal movements bill L-.Crr.ces thoir savings on ore trans
port.

She land companies are nearer the ccal than the lake, plants,

but again have the high costs of rail mo/aments.

It costs about $li42

a ton to bring Pennsylvania coal into Icuncpto-.m, no that loungatown
and other land centers cannot Rika up on coni what they lose on ore.
Assembly costs of raw mtevirla era net the only fretors in doteraining location.

Iho cost of rbipplni tonnage stool prcducta is

high in relaiica to their value, n: d hence toe relative costs of
tremaportatioa of too finished ate61 to consuming areas also influences
too concentration of steal production.2

•-
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this factor has been modified,
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however, to a great extent toy the hasing-point method of quoting
prices, but this feature will be discussed later in connection with

Maryland, Detroit, Buffalo, Cleveland,

H

Pittsburgh is
it is close to

\

\

of the iron

factors have in varying degrees influenced the location of the

U

ate since the East has always been a large consuming district,

producing areas, but Pittsburgh is still the most important; its plants
annually can produce 11,651,000 tons of pig iron; 14,919,000 tons of
ingots; and 12,425,000 tons of hot-rolled finished steel.1

omically located on the Great Lakes.

The

In the last twenty years it has

grown to a close second, its annual capacities including 9,786,000
tons of pig iron, 14,247,OOO tona of Ingots, and 10,674,000 tons of
finished steel.

It includes South Chicago, Gary and Indiana Harbor,

1. Capacity figures released Igr the steel companies are computed
according to a formula adopted by the American Iron and Steel Insti
tute. It uses the term capacity in the sense of * practical capacity,*
meaning the output which a producer feels can be attained under con
ditions of maximum demand, assuming adequate transportation service
and no serious labor shortage. The Institute requests that figures
be based on the usual number of operating turns per week with due
allowance for customarily observed holidays and for average time lost

X
has

1915.

this new

facilitated a shift is
2
u
_
, as has the

alto the

extensive use of

The third largest district

is that of Xoungstovn, with 6,
It is land-

of ingots, and 5,692,000

it is still of major importance, for it is located near the big markets
of the East.

The Birmingham District has an annual capacity for

2,945,000 tons of pig iron; 1,802,000 tons of ingots, and 1,397,000
tons of finished steel.

Its importance is derived from the fact that

it has vast coal and iron reserves in its own vicinity, for high freight
rates separate it from the rest of the country.3

uo oe less wian w u b q av uase era* ami rxouauuxgn
ably costs for
Its location for distribution is very favorable.
for it has
also can compete on the West Coast via all-water transportation due to
tidewater facilities.

The Detroit area has the advantage of cheapness1

1.

"The Corporation,*

Fortune. March. 1936. P. 66.

fl

^ h f c o r ^ i ^ U o ^ / ^ Fortune! March, 1936, p. 66.

pens&to for their rel*Uve3jr hi^i asseahly coats*

Colorado and Utah

both possess iron ore, fair coking coal and limestone In sufficient
distance of each other, but the distribution costs are prohibitive,

mA

they have to depend mainly on local demand.1
2 3 Production on the West

consequently the only two important producing centers are at Los

Another outstanding characteristic of the steel industry is the
small number of producing firms in the field and the relatively large
operating plants.

In 1932 twenty companies capitalised at *4,376,006,00®

were responsible for 95 per cent of its capacity, the Baited States
■ '
a
Steel Corporation alone accounting for 42 per cent, making it rank
first and far ahead of any competitor.

In 1935 the four largest firms

produced 49.3 per cent of the industry* a value of product, while
United states Steel Corporation, Bethlehem Steel Corporation, and
Republic Steel Corporatiem held 60.5 per cent of the total steel-making
capacity of the United States.

Seven smaller firms had 22.2 per cent

of the steel-caking capacity, and the United States Steel Corporation

1.
2*
3.

^Republic Steel,” fortum, December, 1935, p. 142.
Some Factors in the pricing o£ SfeSSl, P» 13*
"Rational steel* A Phenomenon," P* 92.

capacity of 27,342,000

still ranked first.

though
1

INGOT CAPACITIES OF SELECTED STEEL COMPANIES IN 1938

Imgot Capacity

United States Steel Corporation
Bethlehem Steel Corporation
Republic Steel Corporation
Jones & Laugfalin Steel Corporation

25.790.000
10.042.000
6,500,000
3 ,660,000
3.440.000

American Rolling Mill Company
Inland Steel Company

2,669,520
2.340.000
1.750.000

Relative Efficiency of Large.
(Washington, 1941), P- 216.

is included, the
1* 1938 was
follows*

1» Te lie E» Ce
1941), p. 241.

-10TABLE II.
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CAPACITY AMONG STEEL

United States Steel Corporation
BethleheM Steel Corporation
Republic Steel Corporation
Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation
National Steel Corporation

35-3
13.7
8.9
$.0
4.7

Inland Steel Company
American Rolling Mill Company
Wheeling Steel Corporation

3*9
3.4
2*4

total

Corporation Study, (1939), p* IS.*
3
2

total capacity in 1938 than they had in the early thirties, their

relative

positions had not changed.

The individual enterprises may be classified according to their
degree of integration into*

-

making to the finished rolled products.
2.

Semi-integrated companies— process begins with the pro
duction of crude steel.

3.

Son-integrated companies— production begins with the roll
ing of semi-finished steel.

-43.-

production of pig iron but
fora.1
la 1929 the
fiod by degree of integration for fli

CAEtolTIES IH 1929 CONXBOLLED BY GROUPS OF COMPANIES,
CLASSIFIED BY DEGREE OF INTEGRATION, FOR FIFE PRODUCTS

Total
Groups of Companies,
Degree of:ln*
Integrated
Seal-Integrated
Hon-Integrated

81.59
8.10
10.31

95-21
0.0
4.79

Sources Daugherty, Carroll R.,
Stratton, & e 2 s m m L G & a £ j M :
London, 1937)> Vol. I., p. 27.

89.32
9.22
1.46

79-69
10.17
10.14

60.11
20.49
1940

lea York and

A comparieon of this chart with the groupings of the companies
according to percentage of total capacity shows that the leading ones
in that group are also the more highly integrated concerns.
If the establishments are grouped according to the number of
workers employed it will be found that the large establishments em
ploying over 1,000 wage earners not only accounted for the greater
part of the total increase of 65 establishments in the industry from
1914 to 1929i but increased further from 1929 to 1937, while the
number employing less than 1,000 wage earners declined substantially
from 1919 to 1929 and severely after 1929.

1.

Daugherty,

op.

pit., p. 21.

Furthermore, in 1937 the

■sto*"

53 estahllahaents with over 2,500 workers accounted for 58 per cent
of the wage earners in the industry, while establishments employing
1,000 to 2,500 wage earners accounted for 23 per cent in comparison
with 53 per cent in 1914 for the groups combined#1
Of course the main factors in this concentration and integration
have been the tremendous growth in steel production and the large out
lay necessary for a modern steel plant.

The growth of the industry

may be illustrated by the fact that from 1913 through 1929, the pro
duction of steel ingots increased by 40,745,720 gross tons, or by 289
per cent, and the production of all finished hot-rolled iron and •
steel products increased by 27,861,719 gross tons, or roughly by 211
per cent.

In 1901 there were. 21,463,450 gross tons of capacity for

steel ingots and steel for castings, but by 1931 this capacity had
reached a total of 70,340,101 gross tons, an increase amounting to
practically 228 per cent.1
2

this great increase may be accounted for

by the introduction of the Bessemer process for making steal in 1863#
which resulted in the rapid displacement of iron products for those of
steel.

The change was most dramatic in rails, for by 1876 steel rails

had overtaken iron rails and by 1902 hardly any iron rails were being
produced.^
The ten years following the introduction of this process wit
nessed the rise of the following companies as important steel

1.
E. 0. Monograph #27,
1941), p. 26.
2. Daugherty, s£. al&., p. 542.

3-

p. 535 .

m m s W a aC W m j K Z r

(mmingtw

-is*-

producers*

the Pennsylvania Steel Company, the Cambria Iron Works

(reorganised in 1862 with $1,500,000 capital and 60,000 to 70,000 tons
capacity), the Bethlehem Steel Company, the Carnegie Steel Company, and
the Thomson Steel Company.

The years following were a period of con

solidations and mergers, both vertically and horisontally.

That is,

not only did the companies seek to gain control over the various stages
of production by acquiring ore and coal mines, railroads and river
barges, in order to enable them to begin production of pig iron and
carry on through the successive stages of steel-making to the finished
products, but they also acquired plants at the same stage of production
as existing ones, but at different locations, which enabled them to
gain control over a wider market area.

The formation of the United

States Steel Corporation in 1901 represented the merger of the follow
ing companies*

the Federal Steel Company (now Illinois Steel),

national Tube Company, American Steel and Wire Company, National Steel
Company, American Tin Plate Company, American Steel Hoop Company,

Consolidated Mines Company, Shelby Steel Tube Company and the
i
Carnegie Company.
Many of these were already more or less completely
integrated units.
Of course, there is some argument that smaller plants are just
as efficient, if not more so, than the larger ones, but the fact re
mains that, the cost of even a non-integrated mill is large.

i.

T. N. £. 0. Monograph #27,- j & S S W m W B M

For

P+ 259.

ttauous atrip mill from $10,000,000 to $20,000,000 and a single plant
may coat upward of $60,000,000»1

Consequently, the entrance into the

field is limited by these heavy capital requirements.

This last also

results in relatively large overhead coats, making mass' production
with the spreading of these costs over a large volume of production

as

a

2
factors in promoting further integration.
this tendency toward concentration of production in large estab
lishments and toward integrated operations is not confined to the

For instance in the blast-furnace products industry there has been an
increase in the number and average size of units from 1914 to 19#*and a movement toward concentration in fewer as well as in larger units
froa 1919 to 193?*
small, isolated

1. T* H. E. C. Monograph #21, Competition and Monopoly in American
l a t o t o (Washington, 1940), p. 123*

2.

asm.f&s&SM M

A & SjtM m .sL &&&<&, p. 14.

-tt*

data indicate a slackening in the novement toward concentration in
large eataULiehaents in the 1919-1929 period, according to one source
a size distribution of establishments according to productivity or pro
ductive capacity, would probably show a considerable Increase in large
establishments in this period as in the case of blast furnace#.

The

integration of iron and steel operations, which influenced the in
crease in importance of large plants in both the iron and the steel
industry, has helped to increase productivity while decreasing the
amount of workers needed, for the labor of casting and subsequent re
melting is eliminated.

The introduction in 1927 of the process of

continuous strip sheet rolling also has produced thic came effect."*"
This integration of iron and steel operations may be illustrated
by on examination of the iron ore holdings of the various companies.
The United States Steel Corporation owns about half of the Lake
Superior Reserves, and through its subsidiary, the Oliver Iron Mining
Company, accounted for 42 per cent of the shipments from the region in
1937.

In normal years 85 per cent of the ore shipped from the Lake

Superior region goes to companies owning the mines from which it comes.
Of course producers who own their own mines have a special interest
in keeping the price of ore high since they handicap competitors with
out injuring themselves.

Producers who do not own their own mines

buy from approximately ten "independent# ore concerns, among whom
three or four are dominant, and are .connected with the steel

i.

ma.,

p. 26.

company manages about

I
This continuance of

integration within recent

years may be better illustrated by on examination of the acquisition#.

1927-1938#

1927— Acquired the controlling interest in the Horton Iron
Works. Acquired a half interest in the Hamilton Coke
and Iron Company. Acquired the Columbia Steal Company
of Pennsylvania; the latter had been formed shortly
before this to acquire the properties of the Forged
Steel Wheel Company and 99 per cent of the stock of
Columbia Steel Company of Elyria, Ohio.
1929— Acquired 100 per cent interest in the Lyle Culvert and
*

M m l a a t p. 134.
2. Hearings Before the I. H. E. 0., Part 18, Iron and Steel Industry.
Iron Ore. {Washington, 1939), PP» 10226-28.

1935—
1936—

Acquired the assets of the Calco Iron Pipe, Limited.
-Acquired the regaining 50 per. cent interest in the
Hamilton Coke and Iron Company.
and 19 per cent of

of the Pacific Steel

*5,500,000 bonds and the
of K<
the properties and
assets of the
preferred and 10,000
liabilities of the

receivers sale for *3,300,000*

Inland Steel

Company*

1930— -Acquired the Wheelright Coal Mine*
with the
iSl......

*2 ,000 ,000 .

1929 — Purchased the properties, plant, and business of the
Hydraulic Steel Company at a receiver’s sale. Sold sub
stantial portions of its holdings in Truacon Steel of
Canada, Limited.
1936— Sold Truscon Laboratories Division to famishes and Paints,
1937— Sold Indiana Culvert division to Indiana foncon Culvert

1930—

Purchased the assets and business of Atlas Portland Cement

Steel Company.
.
Acquired the business and smelting plant of Edgar Zinc
Company (through a subsidiary)• purchased property
(including sines) of the Pittsburgh and Brio Coal Company
(through a subsidiary),
1937— Sold five Canadian subsidiaries having properties in that
country to the Dominion Steel and Coal Company, United,

1931—

I927 — Organised to take

ts of Beplogle

1929—

Disposed of its inactive coal mining properties in West
Virginia,
1930 — Sold

1937— Acquired the

G.
A
1.

I, H, E. C.

>152, a u m

svu

1941), PP. 172-174#

proximity to raw materials has played a relatively more important part
la determining the location of plants than has nearness to consumers.
The costs of assembling the raw materials must be balanced against the
cost of transporting the finished product#

Usually, the assembly costs

prove to bo the greater and are the deciding factor#

Moreover, the

industries, and as steel production involves the use of large and ex
pensive equipment, it is not feasible to transfer it in response to

portent factor in the growth of steel producing centers.

Although

assembly costs of raw materials are relatively low in the Birmingham
area, its development has been retarded by the high freight charges
separating it from the important consuming centers.
Another feature of the distribution of steel products is that
the individual buyers are on the whole themselves large, for steel is
a producer* a goods, and the chief sources of demand are*
1.

The automobile Industry— automobiles, trucks, parts.

2#

Railroads— traetarark, cars and locomotives, parts, rail-

trim

5.

rs hand tools

8. O U
9.

21*

Mining, lumber and quarrying*

Miscellaneous— bolt, nut and r i p b M k e r s , forgers, pressed

Since tiie consuming industries ore large and few in number as
compared with the number of buyers in other industries, it is natural
that distribution should be direct in most cases.

Approximately 80

per cent of the stool produced by the industry is sold directly to
consuming industries through the sales organizations of the producing
companies,

the remainder 1# sold through jobbers, warehouses and other

distributors and is confined largely to those products that are sold
2
la small lots to widely scattered consumers.

'
'
Jobber outlets are ia~.

portent in the marketing of galvanised sheets, pipes, and tubes, and
wire products.

The proportion of rails and track accessories handled

by jobbers is insignificant, for the railroads prefer to buy direct
in practically all cases,^ and on the whole, the influence of jobber
distribution on the pricing and marketing of the majority of Stool
products is negligible .4
%

Major Producing Units.

Since the historical development of the steel industry as a

1. The Distribution of Steel to Major Consuointr Industries.
States Steel Corporation Study, (1939), pp. 9-10.

2» §<m iMtea-la J M
3.

si &mk> p« 19.

fhe Distribution of Steel to Major nonaunlng Industries.

4* gsaa Bfifegr.ft M J&a E ristic siaW L , p» i9»

#

whole has been reviewed, it might be well to turn to a brief
ination of the structure and operation of scxe of the principal.com
panies in the industry.

First of these by reason of its huge size and

resources ie the United States Steel corporation.

It is not only the

largest single steel producer In the United States but in the world as
well, and has the world’s biggest steel plant at Gary, Indiana.

It is

a holding company, incorporated under the laws of the state of Hew
Jersey, owning the stock of some 200 subsidiaries, some of whom were
mentioned in connection with the formation of the United States Steel
Corporation in 1 9 % *

There are over 200,000 stockholders, but no

single one owns more than two per cent of the common or one per cent
of the preferred stock.

It produces almost all of its raw materials,

and has an extensive transportation system for assembling them; It
controls half of the nation’s known ore reserves, and owns or leases
four Class I railroads and 4,000 miles of track.

It has seventy-eight

boats carrying its oro down the lakes and twenty-eight ocean freighters
carrying abroad one out of every sixteen tons of steel it produces.

X

It was originally capitalised at $ 1 ,402 ,000 ,000 ; of this amount
$682,000,000 represented the value of the tangible properties com
bined, while the remaining $720,000,000 was water.

From 1 9 % to 1910

the average annual return on the value of the physical assets was 12
percent, but the company paid only moderate dividends and reinvested
$500,000,000 of its profits in the expansion of its plant.

1.

fhe Corporation,"

Fortune. March, 1936, pp. 61-63.

By 1926 1

Aing #2,345,000,000,

stock turi had set aside

than a billion dollars

$n

X

1*

Mining— the Oliver
the H. C. Frick Coke Company .and several coal

2*

Steel Manuf&otmring-^-Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporatixm
(at Pittsburgh and Chicago) is the largest of them
all.
Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Company (its
main mills are at Biminghaa,Alab&ma) •
Columbia Steel Company (at Los Angeles and Sen
Francisco).

3*

Selling— American Bridge Company (also a manufacturer).
Scully Steel Products Company.
Company (operates mainly in the

Naturally, with so many different companies engaged in a variety
of activities, the task of coordinating and directing their efforts
has always been a hard one.

Although the original units composing the

corporation in most cases retained their identity they in reality lost
their independence, for under Judge Elbert Gary, the first president
of the United State# Steel Corporation, orders oame ^straight from
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oui.
is still tiie

Fairless i

are similar,
sales offices and

of the
office of the

subsidiary 1b
natters affecting the
the president of s
ainistratorV'

■Miartase

!• ■the Corporation,* pp, 186-188*
2. Hearings Before the t. H* E* C., Fart 19,
General Fries Follcies. pp. 10484-10485*
3. Daugherty, sp.
pp. 104-106.
4* Daugherty, sp.
P* 107*

Until 1935 each
but at

in 1935.

*

losses of another; therefore, the larger the unit the more offsetting
of profits tgr losses will be possible.

Also of significance Is the fact

overhead, since both are managed from Pittsburgh.2
the latest attempt to coordinate the activities of the subsidi
aries more effectively was the creation of the United States Steel
Corporation of Delaware on January 1, 1938, as an advisory company to ,

Industrial relations.

officials include
his staff, and a 1
Officials1
2

1.
2.

*fhe Corporation,* pp. 182-184.
Daugherty, aBaJSl&a, P» 106.

of these companies make recommendations as to price changes to the
Delaware Corporation,

These recommendations must be supported by data

and further studies are made by that corporation.

Prior to 1938 recom

mendations were mad# to the president of the United States Steel Cor
poration who titUl must approve all price changes before they can
i
become effective.
Consequently, the only change seems to be that a
staff organization has been added, although why it must be embodied la
a separate corporation Is not clear.
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, the second largest company, was in
corporated December 2®, 1904, in New Jersey, as a successor to the
United States Shipbuilding Company*

The corporation acquired the entire

capital stock (except directors1 qualifying shares) of Bethlehem Steel
Company, Harlan and Hollingsworth Corporation, Union Iron Works Company
of San Francisco, Samuel L» Uoore and Sons Corporation, Carteret Im
provement Company, Bath Iron Works Company and the Hydo Windlass Company;
the last two were disposed of in 1905, and the plant of the Eastern
Shipbuilding Corporation was disposed of in 1907.

Its plants are lo

cated at. Bethlehem, Johnstown, and Coatesville, Pennsylvania;
Wilmington, Delaware; Blaisdell end Lackawanna, New lork; Lebanon,
Pennsylvania; Vernon and Los Angeles, California; Sparrows Point,
•aryland; Seattle, Washington; South Sen Francisco, California; SWalton,
Pennsylvania.

Its fabricating works are located at Bethlehem, Buffalo,

Lackawanna, Carnegie, Ban Francisco, Los Angeles, Chicago; Potts town,

TZ Testimony of Hr. Fairless before the Temporary National BconoaieT
Committee Hearings, Part 19# The Iron and Steel Industry. General
B f l r n f a m W , , PP. 10483^10484.
•
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Rankln, Leetadale, Steel ton, Pennaylvanlaj Duaellen, W l l l s M e end
Hewark, Bev Jersey.

1

.

.

Although Bethlehem, like the United states Steel Corporation, is
a holding company, holding the securities and Investments of its sub
sidiary companies, it is much smaller than the latter, and it is sore
simply organised.

According to Sir.Eugene Grace, its president,

Bethlehem Steel Company is the operating, manufacturing, and selling
aubsidlary of Bethlehem Steel Corporation, through which substantially
all the business is conducted.

He. stated that most of the subsidiaries

have been changed from separate legal entities to divisions of one opersting company, in order to make management easier and more efficient.

2.

Of course, it also m y have been done in order to make easier the off
setting of profits of one division with the losses of another, inasmuch
as it seems to have occurred since the new tax laws relating to this
were passed.
Republic Steel Corporation, which now ranks third in percentage
of total capacity, was founded in 1930, and was a merger of the companies
of Cyrus Eaton.

B y the end of 1934 it had lost $30,000,000, but has

done better In recent years.

It has been handicapped." by the fact that

its plants are comparatively old and are situated mostly in and around
the Mahoning Valley of Ohio, where coats of production are .higher than
in any other major steel-making district, but it. has the decided asset
of good management, which has enabled it to weather the storms of Its

1"
w* E. c. Monograph #13,
WSjGZ
lATHSk M c d i m - '
Slaad a M Stall B m W m a , p p * 299 -302 , .
. ...
2. testimony before the Temporary National Economic Committee, Hearings,
Part 19, Iron and Steel Industry, general Price Policies, p. 10581.

hectic finances.

In 1935 It took over the $13,000,000 fruscon Steel

Company, and the $65,000,000 Corrigan, McKinney Steel Company, issuing
$42,500,000 of its own notes and securities to pay for then.

This gave

Republic Steel Corporation an extensive warehousing system, big ore re
serves in the Lake Superior district, and fine steal plants in Cleveland

from seven to nine par cent.

It has an excellent distribution of pro-

It is a

alloy steel, and this combination of light and alloy steels is a decided
asset, since alloys are quite profitable at the present time.

Light

steels go mainly to consumer goods industries who are not as badly
affected by the downturns of the business cycle as are those maufaeturi
ing producers! goods.

This has doubtless been the reason that it was

able to weather the depression and expand rapidly.
Although National Steel Company controls but four per cent of
the industry* s full capacity, in 1931 it made more money than all its
competitors combined, and in 1932 was the only one to report profitable
operations.

Like Republic Steel Corporation, it was bora during the

depression, being formed thirty days after the great crash from the
merger of Weir ton steel of Weirton, West Virginia; the Great Lakes
Steel Company of Detroit; and the ore reserves, freighters, and blast1

1.

"Republic Steel.” Fortune. December , 1935,

pp. 76*80.
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furnace a of thaM. A. Hanna Company of Cleveland.

Earnest Tener Heir

is its chairman.

Its chief advantage lies in its excellent integration
%
of materials and plants, and its good management..
Inland Steel Company is one of the smaller companies, ranking
seventh in capacity.

It was

founded in 1893 by Joseph Black, a

Cincinnati scrap merchant, ami head of the Black Poliak Iron Company.
It has assets of only $158,300,000, but has always managed its finances
conservatively.

It can make almost any type of steel, and Its Increas

ing investment in the lighter steels makes it less vulnerable to the
downswing of the business cycle than it used to bo.

Its market is main

ly local, for it sells 75 per cent of its tonnage within 150 miles of
its own plants.

It owns Joseph I. Ryerson & Sons, Incorporated, who

are steel warehouaers} the Hilcor steel Company of Milwaukee; steel
fabricators of roofing and other building equipment; Inland Lise and
2
Stone Company, and a scattering of other holdings.
In summary it may be said that the steel industry is character
ised by geographical concentration of production, a small number of
producing firms, but relatively large, highly integrated operating
plante.

The typical form of business organisation is the holding com

pany, as exemplified by the Baited States Steel Corporation, the
largest of a U steel companies.1

1.
2.

"national Steel* k Phenomenon.” Fortune. June. 1932, oo. 31-37.
eIhat Is a Steel Price?*, Fortune. October, 1938, pp. 41-46,

industry*

that is, a producer does not quote a unifora mill price for

each product, but takes into consideration the customer* s location in
making his price*

The elements in this delivered price are the base

price, denoting & more or less standard specification with respect to

gage,

thickness, length, quantity ordered, chemical specification and

'1
tolerance;

'
any deductions or additions from these standard specifi-

cations , and the transportation charges from the basing point to the
place of destination*

The producer pays the actual costs of delivery.

The basing point is not necessarily the place from which shipment
is made, nor is it always a point of actual steel production.

The so-

called Pittsburgh Plus system of quoting prices was used by the industry

p. 5.
2*

Since steel is a

MfShW Rf
Prisms
Steel Corporation Study, (1939), p* 13.

of the d ipping mill.

Sven thou^i there were no allls for t!ie

f a c t u m of sheets or tin plates in the Pittsburgh district, prices were
based on Pittsburgh Plus.

As & matter of fact, Ohio mills produced a
1
greater tonnage of cheats than did those in Pennsylvania.
Since 1924 the industry has used a nultiple basing point system.

that is, a number of locations are used as bases, though not all pro-.
'
2
ductlon points are basing points.
Moreover, there are different bas
ing points for different items, although under the former system there
had been only one basing point for all products with the exception of
3
rails. Bails have always been quoted f. o. b. the mill.
The prices of
some light steel products, such as bolts, mats, and rivets, are quoted
f. o. b. the seller* a mill, the freight equalised with Cleveland,
4
Pittsburgh, Chicago, or Birmingham,

This method of pricing differs1
2

1. Fetter, Frank A., the MKaouarade of Monopoly. (Hew fork, 1931} p.150.
2. The governing basing point is that point which makes for the lowest
combination of base price plus freight to any particular delivery point.
Thus a producer in computing the price to be charged a customer will,
use the base price of the still located the nearest frelghtarise to the
the customer1s destination. On shipments to customers located at the
baaing point for the product purchased, an arbitrary amount is charged
for. the transfer from the mill. This ■switching® charge is uniform on
all sales within the area, regardless of the actual location of the
seller or the buyer. T. H. £. C. Monograph #1, M £ & ISiEtiSK B B l
A m l a m fallsi, (mshimgtoa, 1940 ), p. 307 .
3* If the steel producer employed the basing point system of quoting
prices the railroads would buy from the mill located the most distant
from the place where they wished to use the steel. They would do this
in order to increase their owe
4* A uniform m i n price is quoted for these products, but the producer
pays the costa of delivery. If the transportation charge from the mill
to destination is higher than the charge from say Cleveland (where the
same product could be purchased) to the buyer1s location, the mill
charges only the Cleveland rate.

front a. tarue basing point system in that the price at the seller* s plant
'
1
will never be higher than at points remote from his plant. ,
At the present time Pittsburgh is a basing point for. practically
everything; Chicago and Ooxy ore basing points.for almost everything
and Birmingham is a basing point for a large percentage of steel
2
products.
Under the basing point system producers receive variable mill net
returns.

The mill net is the price received at the mill after the pay

ment or allowance for the actual transportation from mill to destination
has b o m deducted from the invoiced delivered price*

3 '
On shipments made

by a non-basing point mill (for the product involved) the mill absorbs
freight if the destination is nearer to the governing basing point than

L
is the shipping mill:

If the customer is farther freightwise from the

basing point than he is from the shipping mill, the mill collects
5
"phantom freight:"
the basing point system as practiced in the steel industry has

at a higher level than mould result if the forces of supply and demand *
5
3

1*

H. E. C« Monograph #1. Price Behavior and Business P o U o v .

p

: 308:

3. f. H. E. C. Moaograi* #41, £ d s a
i a fiMsi# P* 6*
4« That is, the mill pays out more money for transportation costs than
it receives from the customer for these charges.
5. This term means that the mill charges the customer more for freight
than it actually has to pay/to get the goods to their destination.
"Phantom freight” also arises when shipment is made by a cheaper means
of transportation (such as water or motor truck) than the all-rail
freight rates used in computing the delivered price.

were allowed free play.

Critics charge that the base prices are set

high enough to allow producers to absorb freight In reaching distant

markets.

They further charge that the delivered prices of the various

steel producers have in general been the same over a long period of
years, the big producer, United states Steel Corporation, setting the
prices for the rest of the Industry.

Critics state that this is con

trary to a condition of free competition, for whenever the system breaks
down and producers quote prices at their own mills there is a wide di
vergence in the various delivered quotations, and lower prices in
general result.

They also declare that the system results in wasteful

cross-hauling through the sending of products over a long distance, when
the same products could be secured close at hand.

This la the effect

of artificially widening the area in which producers can compete.
The steel industry argues that the basing point system has de
veloped naturally in response to the economic characteristics of the
industry.

It denies that the system is a monopolistic device, assert

ing that toe pricing system eliminates only disastrous cut-throat
competition.

The steel industry doubts if cross-hauling is wasteful,

declaring that nothing is wasteful unless some economic means can be
found to eliminate it*1
In attempting to analyse the basing point system it is necessary
to trace its development? in doing this care must be exercised to
distinguish between the system itself and toe means used to maintain it.

1. The Basing Point Method of Quoting Delivered Prices
Industry, p. 5.

the Steal

B#

Is importance of steel products In relation to those of iron (roughly
from about 1880 to 1906)*

this growth brought an increasing concentra

tion of capacity in large units, an increase in mechanisation, and
corresponding growth in investment and overhead costs.^

a

The mills quite

naturally wish to spread these overhead costs over as large a volume as
possible i

Since the costs involved in making different steel products

2
are joint

the producer is tempted to increase his output by cutting the

price of a particular product;^
If the industry as a whole embarks on this policy prices are apt
to be pushed beyond the point where they contribute something to over
head.

The weaker producers are eliminated at a great loss, because

the steel industry is characterised by heavy investment;

The industry

itself, consequently, is interested in keeping steel prices relatively
stable;

At the same time producers wish to enlarge their market as

much as possible, but are handicapped by the high transportation costs
of finished steel*

The only way, therefore, that they can reach dis

tant markets profitably is to set the base price high enough to permit
them to absorb freight;
Since producers also must know the price they will have to quote

1. Daugherty, Carroll R., Melvin G. de Ch&seau, and Samuel S# Stratton,
Tho Economics of tho Iron and Stool Industry. (New York and London,
1937)» Vol; I ; 7 $ 5 r 5 5 H ^ ;
2. Joint costs result when different products are made from the same
supply of raw material, and the cost of some of the processes involved
(Washington, 19*0), p. 23.

In order to meet competition at a certain point, epme system of open
prices is necessary,

the basing point system evolved by the steel in

dustry provides a set formula for arriving at delivered prices for every
location.

As long as Pittsburgh

mm

practically, the only steel producing .

center (during the early 1880* s) this method of quoting prices mas not
as unreasonable as it appears today.

Most of the shipments were actu

ally made tiros Pittsburgh, since the other producing centers could not
supply the demand of their own market areas.

Their prices, consequently,

were based on the Pittsburgh price plus transportation from Pittsburgh.
Such reasons, however, cannot Justify the system as it has actu
ally operated, for its detrimental effects cannot be Ignored.

Never

theless, the relation of the system to the recognised economic character
istics of the steel industry must not be overlooked if any solution is
to be found for the problem.

On the other hand, too much emphasis

should not be placed bn this natural evolution of the system, for it
has been greatly modified by the methods used to enforce it, and the
original conditions under which it originated have greatly changed.
C.

The Development of Pittsburgh Plus.

Too origin of the basing point system is clouded, but Elbert 8.
1
Gary is quoted as saying that
"The basing point for the «ale of steel was first fixed
at Philadelphia, I think, in the seventies. Later, when
Pittsburgh became the principal point of production, the1

1.

The first president of the United States Steal Corporation.

The Federal Trade Conniasion points out that
».-..before 1880 the general practice was to sell steel
*f« o* b. mill.* Each mill named its own mill-base
„ v . ^ L e e . 11* •
'
■
;
." According to one of the United States Steel Corporation studies,
however, an author writing in the 1750*o presented a clear picture of
a rudimentary basing point structure in the iron industry.
domestic iron wore apparently quoted f. o. b.

Prices on

Philadelphia ami were

higher in the outlying territory where the iron was actually made, the
manufacturers absorbing freight in order to move their iron to the
central market, where it competed with foreign iron.2
The basing point system developed rapidly in the steel industry
3
after 1880, under the influence of Andrew Carnegie.
It was first used
for beams, produced by the Carnegie Hill at Pittsburgh (the largest),
the Phoenix Mill in Pennsylvania, the Passaic Rolling Mills of New
Jersey, and the New Jersey Steel anti Iron Company.

These companies

entered into an essentially b&sing-point arrangement.

Pittsburgh was

taken ao the basing point, and all mills matched the Pittsburgh
4
delivered price.
In addition, western territory was allocated to
Carnegie, and the eastern territory was divided among tee other three.

1.

Daugherty,

2.

iham & W Sg3a&MstesislQupJttm

P« 533•

Es&amia

S M f l i t o p » 15.
.
3. One source states that tee basing point system may have been
copied from Germany where traces of it existed in toe cartel system
as early as 1870. Hearings Before tee T. N. B. C., Part 5» MSB&r
$9l%ateSL
p» 3 # ^
4» JLkti*# PP* 1906-1907. 5. Daugherty, StoxStex* P« 533.
. . ',

The system was not extended rapidly to other products until the
turn of the century*

It was adopted for bars in 1902, for plates,

shapes, and tin plate la 1903, and for nails in 1904.
were sold on this basis after 1900.1

Tubes and billets

According to Dr. Carroll R.

Daugherty, the United states Steel Corporation (formed in 1901) had its
"own pecuniary interest In the perfection of such a pricing
method, and that the location of the Corporation's mills,
as well as the predominance of Pittsburgh, dictated the
selection of this city as the point from which to calcu
late delivered prices.*2
>
3
The Corporation denies this charge, stating that when it was formed most
of the steel products were sold on a delivered price basis and a great
4
many on a Pittsburgh base price plus freight from that city.
Dr. Daugherty, however, states that Pittsburgh Plus did not become a
definite constituent of price-fixing agreements in shapes, plates, bars,
sheets, tin plate, wire and wire products until after 1903, wad at that
time it was used also, but to a less extent, for other rolled products.

5

Prior to the extension of the basing point system, attempts bad
been made to control prices through the use of pools, zone prices, and
the famous Gary Dinners.

The pools represented loose agreements among

steel producers to fix the prices of certain products and to share
certain markets, as illustrated by the Soft Steel Pool of April, 1896,

1. Bearings Before the f. 8. B. C., Part 5,
1&
Industries, p. 1893.
2. Daugherty, op. olt., p. 537. Dr. Carroll R. Daugherty is Professor
of Economics at the Dniverslty of Pittsburgh.
3. The term Corporation ns hereafter used in this paper will refer to
the United States Steel Corporation.
»

4. jfes. M a te JEalik fttfrtefl aC Smites M to eafl W arn i a J&s. a w l
Industry, p. 16.
5. Daugherty, m * .

P- 534.

—

and fcha earlier Beam Association previously aentioned,

A sons price

system refers to the uniform delivered prices obtaining at all desti
nations withla each of two or more geographical areas, varying from one
area to another according to the difference in average freight rates
1
from a common basing point to the several points in each.
fha
Structural Steel Association in 1898 based minimum sons prices

aa

aver

age freights or on freight aonoo around Pittsburgh, the base price boing
f. o. b. oars at Pittsburgh.

Thin zone system, however, aroused great

dissatisfaction and criticism among consumers l o c a t e close to the
border of two zones.

Moreover, through rerouting of shipments in trans

it, peculiarities in the freight rato structure could be used to evade

2
the, price control at some points.

For this reason pools rare more

generally used until the first Gary Dinner occurred ia the panic year
of 1907.

It'was called by too president of the United States Steel

Corporation, Judge Gary, because price cutting had reached alarming

supervisory conmittee was appointed as well as committees to deal with
the different products of the steel industry,

the membership of each

committee was composed of representatives of the leading concerns which

1.. i. H. e . c . Monograph # 2 1 ,
Industry, p. 147.
2. Daugherty, o ^ jit., pp. 538-539.
i Ii*

s M

M tswttem

concerning prices* however, the parties taada “declarations of purpose*
as

to shat

price they would sell their products*

At those dinners, of

course, the United States Steel Corporation took the lead in announcing
its price policy, and since the basing point system was then in effect
for a number of products, it say be assumed that these “declarations*
referred to the base price for each product at Pittsburgh*

These prices

were adhered to by all, until someone chose to deviate from them, in
which case he notified the others, and no penalties were attached.

The

depression of 1903, however, caused producers to disregard their under
standings* the independents broke away in 1909 and established their
own prices, forcing the Corporation to follow suit.
lower prices and an increased volume of trade*

The result m s

When these dinners were

resumed in October, 1909, higher prices resulted*

The last dinner was

held on January 11, 1911, lesenthan a year before the suit against the
,
.
1
Corporation was brought by the Federal Government.
Between October,
1 9 H , and March, 1912, Chicago broke away from Pittsburgh during a period
of intensive competition for business, as it had done for & period of

2
too months during 1909 * but Pittsburgh Plus was soon resumed.
It is clear that by 1911 price control in the steel industry had
evolved into a system employing Pittsburgh as a single basing point for
3
most steel products.
The leadership in maintaining this system was
i.^

a w m

M s s I S a c a o r n t W a m a l . 223 Fed. 55s

2 * Daugherty, os* clt.* p* 540.
3*
Birmingham and southern area customers were quoted on a Birmingham
base equal to the Pittsburgh base price, plus a fixed differential of
S3 a ton. On August 20, 1920, it was raised to $5 per ton. This
method of quoting prices was not used for wire and wire products.
Daugherty, s a a M & ' * P« 540*

exercised by the United States Steel Corporation. The other companies
1
adhered not only to the base prices it announced but. to the extras it
charged as sell.

Moreover, all sellers refused to quote prices on any

but a delivered basis or to ship steel to any place other then the one

2
where it was to be used.

effective

If a bating point system is to be truly

in achieving uniform delivered prices, all features of the

system must be adhered to.

It would be of little value, to have uniform

base prices if the extras and deductions were determined by each company
to suit its own needs.

To insure absolute uniformity of the delivered

price the companies charged the all-rail freight rate regardless of the
actual means of transportation used.
The actual operation of this system may be better illustrated by
the statement of Mr. William Irvin, then president of the United States
Steel Corporation, before the Wheeler Committee.

The subject under dis

cussion was price leadership in the steel industry,

tt that time

Mr. Irvin freely admitted that the Corporation was the leader in setting
the prices for the rest of the industry.
Mr. Irvin;

*1 would say we generally make the prices.*

The Chairman;
Mr. Irvins

"Xou generally make the prioeet*

*Ies, sir) we generally make the prices, unless
some of the other members of the industry think
that the price may be too high and they make
the price.*

The Chairman;

"Xou lead off, then, with a price charged,
either up or down, at Gary, is that correct?*1
2

1. The Iron Age l a t h e recognlaedsource of price quotations for
the industry. In general these quotations refer to the base prices.
2. T. S. I. C. Monograph #21, Competition and Monopoly in America*
Industry, p. 148.

Mr. Irvin:

*%e# air..,we always notify the trade papers...
and others interested as to what our prices

•.,

■:

The Chairnan:
Mr. Irvins

.

,

' :

-

■

-

.

■■

..

-

■

.

«Then the rest of then follow that?*.

*1 think they do. That Is, I say they generally
do. They may quote the same price, but maybe
they need some business and make a better price.
We do not always know that until it is over.*

Mr. Irvin testified later that those who did not follow the Corporation* s
price
"are looked upon as price cutters in the industry. ..we have
them with us always. The amount of price cutting is de
pendent upon business conditions. When we are going at
30 or 40 per cent (that is, of capacity) we have more of
them (that is, price cutters) with us than when we are
going at 60 or 70 por cent.*With regard to the situation after tho Corporation had issued its base
prices, Hr. Irvin had this to say:
"...If anyone in the industry decided to have a price other
than the one we nay have and publishes that price to his
trade, of which wo have become acquainted innediatcly
through our connections with the trade, having 2,700 sales
men, then we immediately change our price to meet his lower
level.*
Mr. Irvin further testified that such a producer is not considered a
chiseler
•if he comes out and makes a price lower than ours. It is
only when a price is made which is lower than the price
he has made to the trade*"1

1. The trade referred to steel beyers in general. That is, if a pro
ducer made a reduction to all buyers of the product he was not c o n 
sidered a chiseler. Secret price concessions were what enraged the
other members of the industry. Hearings before the T* H. E. C., Part 5,
teaMsfifl J a W m S E & s a , p p « 1867-1868.

B*

Crltjclamof Plttal>urgli

AdBlnistored steel prices ellninate price conpefcition for the con
sumer*

Since he is faced with a united front as far as prices arc con

cerned he must choose his seller on some other basis.

In the steel

industry the only elements left are the quality of the service rendered
or the speed of delivery*

Quality of produet is a negligible factor,

since producers manufaeture according to standardised specifications.
Inasmuch as the buyers are usually qualified to judge the quality of
the product, a producer is not apt to vary from the standard.

More

over, any improvements in quality are soon copied by other companies.
Another disadvantage of the basing point system from the stand
point of consumers is that it frequently denies then the advantage# of
location.

An new producing centers develop to the point where they are

able to supply more than the local demand, the local consumers do not
derive any advantage in price from being close to a production, center*
..
Their price Is still baaed on the base price of the governing base .
point, plus transportation charges to the new producing center,
•Producers in a new area are handicapped because mills at the bas
ing point can compete in their territory, but they cannot penetrate the
market territory of the basing point, because the costs of transporta
tion.arc too high.

Of course, a single basing point system such as

the Pittsburgh Plus made this.situation worse*

Such a system restrains

the development of new production areas, for even if assembly costs
of raw materials are low the
attention is directed toward

other locations for steel production.
Criticisms of the prices of the steel companies had developed
early, even before the operation of the basing point system was fully
understood,

the first feeling against the steel companies seemed to

emanate from the idea that their growing size and concentration enabled
them to wield monopoly powers,
flexible prices.

these powers resulted in high and in

Just how the control was exercised, however, was not

clear to most people.
throughout the last decade of the nineteenth century and the early
years of the twentieth, public attention was drawn to the problem of
the trusts, whose great power and monopolistic practices were beginning
to be fully realised.

It was felt that many should be broken up, and

the Sherman Anti-Trust Act was passed in 1890,

In 1898 Congress created

an Industrial Commission consisting of five senators, five representa
tives, and mine other persons appointed by the President to "fhirly
....... ■ " ■represent the different industries and employments."

this commission

issued its first preliminary report on March 1, 1900, on the subject of
■trust and Industrial Combinations," but did not mention delivered
prices.

Steel prices, however, were discussed, and in May, 1901,

Mr. Charles M. Schwab, chairman of the board of the United States Steel
Corporation was examined by the Commission.

His opinion was that

prices were "largely regulated as a question of supply and demand."
He also stated that he believed the formation of the United States
Steal Corporation had resulted only in good, especially to the publie.
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1
Professor Ripley did ask about the Pittsburgh plus practice.

The wit

ness declared that producers had to sell at one central point ehere
deliveries could be collected, and be thought that in most instances
Pittsburgh had been the central point,

the subject was not pursued.

mists about the delii
it was uneconomic a m

2
missioner thought it

, and the matter was dropped.

In the meantime action against the leading trusts was proceeding,
ami the oil and tobacco trusts were ordered dissolved after a long
period of litigation.

Naturally, a large company like the United States

Steel Corporation that represented a combination of numerous subsidi
aries could not escape notice.

On October 26, 1921, the United States

the exercise of rights under such ownership, and that there should be
such orders and distribution of stock and other properties as should
be in accordance with equity and good conscience and should "effectuate

2% An outstanding economist and authority on tiie regulation of railroad rates,
2. Fetter, o p , cit., pp. 5-12.

the purpose of the Anti-trust Act,"

The period of these activities and

offenses It was stated extended from 1901 to 1911, when the bill was
filed,

.

:

-

. The United states District Court of Sew Jersey did not deliver
its opinion until 1915*

Although all four of its judges agreed that the

bill should be dismissed they disagreed as to the reasons for doing it.
Two of the judges expressed the opinion that monopoly was not the object
of the organisation of the Corporation, rather the purpose had been the
concentration of efforts, with resulting economies and benefits,

they

stated that the Corporation was but an evolution, & natural consumma
tion of the tendencies of the industry on account of changing conditions.

and the physical method of handling it.”

This method, and the conditions

subsequent upon it, tended to combinations of capital Mid energies

with its competitors to maintain prices, but since
ceased to exist the judges did not believe there
for dissolving the Corporation,

m

Y

80 to 90 per cent of the entire output of the c o m try in order to sects
great profits.

They added, however, that the Corporation had not been

-45-

able to attain its object, and had had to enlist the cooperation and
assistance of its competitors, for it alone never .possessed nor exerted
sufficient power to control prices of the products of the industry.. To
*» this it had to resort to pools, associations, trade.meetings, and the
Gary Dinners (the latter according to the Judges were nothing but trade

Although the Corporation possessed power, they said that it had
never abused it, for it did not secure freight rebates; it did not re
duce wages to increase profits; it did not lower the quality of its
products, nor create an artificial scarcity of then.

Nor did it oppress

or coerce its competitors, undersell then in aotie localities by reduc
ing its prices there below those maintained elsewhere.

It did not re

quire its customers to enter into contracts limiting their purchases or
restricting them in resale prices; it did not obtain customers by secret
rebates or departures from its published prices.

There was no evidence,

the judges stated, that it had tried to crush its competitors or take
their customers away by unfair means or discriminate against small com
petitor 8.

Its only control, they declared, was that exerted in asso

ciation with its competitors.

Its offense, therefore, was not different

from theirs except in the leadership it assumed in perfecting the policy.
This leadership, the judges said, it had given up before the suit was
1
brought., They did not believe that the Corporation should be dissolved
ly because the purpose of its founders had been the creation of a 1

1. The last Gary Dinner was held on January 11, 1911; the Government
filed its suit the following October.
' .

.

- - '

...

-

. -,

.

.

.

'

..

-

1
monopoly, an object they had not been able to attain,

;

art It# power it would have failed, for it did not have a monopoly of
raw material#,

Moreover, during the first ten years of its history its

proportion of the domestic business decreased from 50.1 per emit to
40,9 per cent, and its increase of business during that period was but
40,6 per cent of its original volume.

The increase of the business of

eight of its competitors, cm the other hand, ranged from 63 to 3779 per
cent.

These figures, he said, indicated that the power of the Corpor

ation was not commensurate with its else,

geither the site nor the

power of the Corporation, furthermore, had been sufficient to retard
'

2

the prosperous growth of efficient competitors.

.

The Government appealed the case to the United States Supreme
Court, but that court did not give Its opinion affirming the action of
the lower court until March 1, 1920.

In the meantime the World War com

menced, and the War Industries Board made Chicago a basing point during
1917 and until July 21, 1918.

On that date Pittsburgh Plus was restored,

at the suggestion of Judge Gary, who was serving as a member of the

3
War Industries Board without pay*
The plurality in the decision upholding the lower court consisted
of Justices McKenna, White, Holmes and van Deventer.
Justices Day, Clark, and Pitney.

The minority were

Justice HcReynolds took no part in

the suit, presumably because for a year and a half, while the Department1
3
*

1.
2»
3.

40 Sup. Ct. 293i 295*
JLcjC.' oit.
Fetter, op. cit.. p. 153*

of Justice was prosecuting the suit, he had been. Attorney-General
(March, 1913— August, 1914).

Justice Brandeis, as a practicing attorney

that the United states Steel Corporation was in fact a trust, so he took
1
no part in the decision either.
It m y be assumed, therefore, that
actually a majority of the Court were in favor of dissolving the Cor-

The assenting justices concurred In the main with the opinion of
the judges of the lower court.

They believed that there had been Il

legal practices but that these had been abandoned from a conviction of
their futility.

The Supreme Court justices also agreed that there had

been a need for integration when the United States Steel Corporation was

direct, and
they stated that the

the Government had taken opposing viewpoints.

bio to produce any

On the one hand it had

represented the independents as oppressed by the superior power of the
- Corporation, while on the other hand it had represented them "ascending .

action, however, was not 1

1.

Ibid., p . .63.

built

when it was formed and in its practices immediately following 1901.

Even

though its later actions had been legal, he declared that it still had
the power to control competition if it wished.

He did not believe that

later conditions altered the illegality of its formation, and it was
with such unlawful practices that the S h a m a n Act was intended to deal;
therefore, if changes were to be made in the construction and operation
of the Act he believed that such authority rested with Congress and not
with

the

courts.

If the Act were to be given effect^ he thought that the

. The United States steel Corporation had been absolved as

a

poly, but in neither court was the basing point system of quoting prices
mentioned.

According to Mr. E. W. Burr, attorney for toe Federal Trade

Commission, toe courts did not see that the merger was not a prerequisite

3
been only one producer in toe industry.

u,WH

40 Sup. Ct. 293; 296-301.
40 Sup. Ct. 293i 301-304.
Hearings Before the T. N. E. C., Part 5, Monopolistic Practices in
Industries, p. 1878.

stlon was repeatedly aaauaed la the oplaions as a matter arousing no

2
cariosity whatever.

Indeed, the District Court was impressed by

Mr. Schwab1s testimony that it was the practice of the Corporation to
name its prices openly in the trade journals and to "stick to these
prices throughout
these prices

that
not uniform mill

prices, but

3
Of course,
tion of the Court to the

it, but continued their attack on the size and power (the latter they
did not prove) of the Corporation,

this had been the attitude of the

Government In the other cases involving the trusts that had been dis
solved.

the prosecution did not realize that the situation bad changed,

the United States Steel Corporation had been formed after the passage
of the Sherman Act, and even if its formation had been illegal, the
Corporation kept carefully within that law afterwards.

It did not act

ruthlessly toward its competitors, for it had found a better way to set
prices and keep them stable— the basing point system.

It kept Inde

pendents in line through favors (those near Pittsburgh had the benefits

1.
.+ *

Formerly Professor of Economics, Tale University.
Fetter,
£ & • > pp. 80-82.
p. m .

and in a direction away from Pittsburgh) and .through the security
against attack by the Corporation.

The reason the company did not out

prices in one locality and maintain them in another, according to
Hr. Fetter, was fear of prosecution under the Anti-Trust Act, rather

2

'

'

than lack of power to do so.
Admitting that the Supreme Court was ignorant of the existence of
the basing point system, it would seem that certain discrepancies in
the arguments of the Corporation should have been clear to it.

For ex

ample, there is the question of the viewpoint of the Court on integra
tion.

According to the view of two of the judges in the loner court

and the four in the Supreme Court, the combinations resulting in the
formation of the United States Steel Corporation were necessary because
of. the technological nature of the industry.

let all the testimony that

had been given stated that technological changes had been largely com
pleted before 1890 and were pretty fully completed in the various sub
sidiaries formed before 1901.

Mr, Schwab (then president of Bethlehem

Steel Corporation) had in fact testified that this sort of economy had
3
reached the limit.
Moreover, the argument was made that the growth of the Corporation
had been due to the desire to increase its efficiency through integra
tion, that it was a "natural* process." let when the subject of com
petition came up the argument was reversed to show that competitors

1.

2

.

3.

ie
Mr. Fetter,

2

of whoa the Court cited specifically fifteen (or about one-tweaty-fifth

k

93-103-

—
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'

•f m e per cent of all) as most slgnifleant*

the ones i*

q

.actually testi

fied consisted of seven fabricators, four jobbers, and four direct con-

coal company.

nature of tee price policy, as did many of tee fabricators testifying.
Moreover, tee latter had a selfish bias in favor of tee price policy in

2
force as against their competitors.
Of course, tee prosecution should have had some witnesses to taste

fully understood tee pricing policy employed, it still would probably
have bad difficulty in securing competent witnesses.

JL small company

not been for tee fear of retaliation from tee Qaited States Steel Corporateon.

Since court litigation is always a time-consuming process,

tee witness would no doubt have tern dealt with before tee outcome of
th.

c m

. «!> kaora.

C o u M v a m U o r , .ml,

1. Potter, op. ott.. o. 1^2. Th« rallroodo w r e the Chicago.
Burlington, & Quincy, and tee Hew fork Central*
2. I S M . , P* 115. •
■
: : -

to1

S t a t M Steel Corporation had not been fully aware of the operation of
its pricing policy, later conditions were to force an understanding of
it upon
of Chicago in the steel industry.

By 1908 the mills there had grown to

the extent that they were definitely shipping outside their local mar
ket territory.

Consequently, they felt the disadvantage of the

Pittsburgh base, and for a brief period in 1911 and 1912 bad established
their own base prices for bars, plates, and shapes.

The rapid in

crease in freight rates at the close of the war increased the burden, of
•phantom freight* in and around Chicago, for the rate ftrom Pittsburgh
to Chicago increased tiros $3.60 a ton to $5.80, then to $6.80 and

2
finally to $7.20.

In February, 1921, Chicago broke away from the

Pittsburgh base and by July, 1921,had abandoned to a large extent the
Pittsburgh price on plates, shapes, and bars in the Chicago district.
By Jenaary, 1923, the Chicago mills were selling large quantities of
3
steel products on a Chicago mill base.

were rebelling at the great increase in steel prices, and in the period
immediately following the war they decided to do something about the

a t a s a m aa.Um.«a m s w

Industry, p. 17.

ia j a m a m !
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gituatioa.

Accordingly, 800 buyers banded together as the Western

Association of Rolled Steel Consumers, and 200 others formed the Southern
Association of Rolled Steel Consumers.

Together they petitioned the

Federal Trade Commission for the Assurance of a complaint against the
basing point system.

So widespread was this movement that four states

appropriated some $55,500 to assist the Commission in fighting the case
and some thirty-one states

bound themselves together as the Associated

States Opposing Pittsburgh Pirns, because the people in their respective

2
territories were injured by the system.

In addition applications were

made to the Commission by the City of Duluth and the State of Minnesota.
In July, 1920, however, by a vote of 3-2 the Commission denied the
application.
Another increase is freight rates increased the protests, and a
new petition for a complaint was filed by the Association.

On September

20, 1920, the Commission by a vote of 3-2 granted a re-hearing which be
gan on December 6, and on April 30, 1921, the Commission issued a

coj*-

plaint against the United States Steel Corporation.
f

K&s&eeja lbs S M .

M a t o i

In the meantime, important events were occurring in the steel
industry itself.

1.

Early in 1922 it was announced that seven of the1

Alabama, Arizona, Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Idaho,

Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Utah a:
2. Hearings Before the T, B. E. 0., Part 5,
Industries, p. 1*83.
3. Fetter,
P* 155*

alllion tone, wero paroposlng to merge, the eonsmoetion of which would
result in the creation of a billion dollar corporation controlling sub
stantially all of the steel producing capacity of the country not con
trolled hy the United States Steel Corporation.

This proposed Hortb

American Steel Company contemplated the inclusion of Lackawanna Steel
Company, the Brier Hill Steel Company and the Steel & Tube Company of
America, Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company, Mldvale-Cambria Company*
1
Republic Iron and Steel Company, and Inland Steal Company*
In Hay, 1922, a Senate Resolution directed the Attorney-General
(Harry *. Daugherty) and the Federal Trade Commission to inform the
Senate as soon as possible what steps they had taken or proposed to take
to ascertain the purposes end probable effects of this proposed merger,
and what actions they had Instituted to protect the public interest.
Then a short time prior to June 1, 1922, Lackawanna dropped b u t of the
proposed merger and was promptly absorbed by the Bethlehem Steel Cor
poration.

Consequently# on June 3# 1922, the Federal Trade Commission

issued a complaint against these two companies, but stated that the
North American merger had not progressed far enough for its purpose to
be ascertained.

On July 21, 1922, the Attorney-General, in response to

the Senate* s inquiry regarding the Bethlehem merger, advised it that he
was persuaded that the motive of the merger was the sole desire to se
cure greater efficiency and economy in the production, handling and
distribution of steel products, and that the thought of acquiring a
monopoly or enhancing prices was never present.

In fact, he stated

that the whole transaction from beginning to end impressed him as being
thoroughly clean, honest, and straightfonrard.

He pointed out that the

Supreme Court had refused to declare illegal a combination of much
greater magnitude (the United States Steel Corporation},, and stated
that he did not believe the proposed merger would result in a monopoly,
nor was it an attempt to monopolise*

Hence, he declared, he would have
1
to be guided by the decision in the dissolution case just decided.
In the meantime, Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company had deserted the

proposed Berth American Steel Company, and active negotiations were be
ing carried on between Midvale, Republic, and Inland only, although It
was said by the promoters that neither Brier Hill Steel Company nor the
Steel & Tube Company of America were then wholly out of the picture.
In this case, too, the Attorney-General advised the Senate that he saw
nothing in the proposed merger that would offend against the Sherman
Act.

He stressed the rather minor percentage which each company pro

duced of the country* b total capacity and reached the conclusion that
because of such minor proportion there would be no possibility of sub. '2'
stantially lessening competition in any part of the country.
The Federal Trade Commission did not concur in the view expressed
by the Attorney-General, and on August 31, 1922, it issued & complaint
in the Hidv&le-Republic-Inland Case, Docket #905.

saying that at a meeting held that day

On September 28

.1

1. T. H. E. G.. Monograph #13. Relative Efficiency of Large. MediumSlsed and Small Business, p. 217.
2*

P" 218*

Federal Trade Cominslcn v»r s revioT»ed and the coneluaica
poLGihle to proceed with toe proposed merger.”
The offioialo declared tivit their cctmsel had agreed that the Eergore
vould h a w been legal in every ferpeet, and their consuzzatiob
have

intensified

rather than •rootrained eoapetition.

sdnation of toe queationa

involved,

the

houM

final

detar-

however, would have delayed carry

ing c«t toe plan to ouch an extent that the parties did not dees it
advisable to proceed.

Pending the final dotermination of the questions

involved, toe financing of the propooed rrergrr would not have boon
possible, and the conp&nios did not think it nas feasible to proceed
4 ' .. ; • : '
" ■ ■ . ■ ■ , - '. 3L ■■ :
. ..
■ .
with toe aerger without such financing.
Spoa the receipt of this

statosent the Fotleral Trade "Cocrdiesion dismissed the douplaint..
About Kovcmber 24, 1922, it was announced that Bethlehem Steal
Corporation had entered into an agroodeht- to, consolidate »ito Kidvr le
Steel & Ordnance Company and too Caubria Steel Company (both controlled
Iqr the same interests), throu^i the acquisition by Bethlehem of the

Lackawanna and issued itc oocplaint in Docket ,f962 (January 26, 1923}#
directed against the merger involving Midvale-Canbrin aa well. Dur
ing tola prosecution, however, the Coahiosioa was also, prosecuting
a complaint against to# Easton Kodak Coapnay end Others, in which it

charged, the Illegal acquisition of coai>otitors. In am action to review
toe judgment of too United Stotos Circuit-Court of Appeals, the1
1. T. E. E. C., Monograph #13. Polativc Efficiency of Larner-'/’6dlu;a~
Sised and
Buslncau, p. 239. ;

Supremo Court on May 31, 1923, banded down an opinion which declared
the CoBialasion was without authority to order the diveoture of physi
cal assets.

Since this affected the proceeding against the steel com-

the Steel & Tube Company of America passed into the hands of the
1
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company,
The motives for these mergers, according to the promoters, were
that they were an attempt in good faith to meet the competition of the
United States Steel Corporation, which was said to be ■almost in con
trol of the markets® in 1922,

One producer stated that

•the Steel Corporation* s legality has been established
ty the Supreme Court and it has a control which no wit
ness will dispute, expressly ©r by innuendo, and by
which it can sell its products $3, 14, or $5 a ton
less than its competitors,*
Another stated (May 24, 1924)
■Practically speaking, the situation has been that the
D, S. Steel Corporation was almost in control of the
markets, and to stay in, our company lost about
$ 6 , O W ^ 0 # last year*#

and Brier Hill Steel Company lost about £5,304,000,*
Collectively they argued that the mergers would
■strengthen these weak sisters in the business and
enable them to more effectively compete for the benefit

eave our own investment, tout toyputolio service#*

doing to render ft

For producers felt that they might
*be atole to maintain active competition whereas today,
as we are now situated, we cannot maintain active com
petition except locally.*

•the merger of these companies would in no sense elim
inate competition as that term is legally understood,
but would tend to maintain it and would definitely
establish it in active form.*
They were emphatic that no substantial competition existed between any
two of the companies, stating that the sole purpose of the merger was
to provide ®for active competition for or against U. S# Steel.*
This charge against the monopoly of the steel market by the Corporation can toe better understood in light of tho general conditions in
the industry in 1919, 1920, and 1921#

The months immediately following

the end of the war were marked by a hesitftnoy approaching industrial
stagnation.

During this time negotiations were carried on between the

Industrial Board of the Department of Commerce and the steel companies
effort to come to an agreement on prices which w o u M
buying and would be fair for the Government.
ested in steal prices because

Inter
Federal

in urgent need of large quantities of steel for

(the Redfield scale), which after investigation it had concluded were

asked by most, if not all, of the independent companies.

These prices

were mostly 3* excess of, and frequently almost double, the prices
asked by the United States Steel Corporation, which was adhering to the
prices set by the Government.

As prices continued to climb these inde

pendents deferred shipments of their earlier orders and asked as much
for immediate shipment as the traffic would tear.

Of course this in

furiated many consumers whose projects were delayed.

The Corporation,

however, endeavored to prorate its production between old customers in
about the ratio of thoir purchases in previous years, with the result
that when depression struck ia 1921, it had a backlog of orders of more
than 8,000,000 tons, and its prices had not increased, although costs
for freight, labor and raw materials had risen.

By February 1, 1921,

the Corporation was rapidly reducing its backlog tonnage, and at the
end of the first quarter was able to report that it was operating at a
ratio of 70 per cent of capacity and was obtaining the Redfield seals
prices.

Many of the independents were either shut down completely or

were operating at as low as 20 per cent of capacity.

The heavy demand

for steel bad fallen off in the slump of 1921, and naturally those who
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1
be«a fair *ltii than during the period of peak demand.
It can be seen that the Corporation* a control of the market had
been brought about by the actions of the independents themselves, and it
was only reaping the benefit of its shrewder judgment concerning the
trend of business activity.

The independents, however, were in

a pre

carious position and bad to take some action in order to remain in
business.

On February 4, 1921, Midvale Steel Company announced radical

reductions in the prices of its standard rolled products, and other in
dependents soon followed suit.

By March 31, the Iron. A^a was reporting

that some Independent companies were quoting prices from $7 to $13 per

2
ton lower than those of the Corporation*
This era of price-cutting threatened to ruin some of the companies
involved, and was actually one of the dominant motives in the proposed
mergers.

There was also another reason for the merger of Bethlehem

Steel Corporation with Lackawanna and Mldvale-Caobria.

The Federal

Trade Commission data shows that while prices were still relatively
high, Midvale-Cambria Steel Company departed from the established method
and began selling certain of its customers on an f . o. h. mill basis,
a practice soon followed by the Lackawanna steel Company*

These prices

were harmful to Bethlehem, since the territory affected was the one la

followed, with the result that more than one-half of the country*#

1.

T. N. E* C., Monograph #13
pp.
pp. 237-239.

' 1
total of heavy steel products was affected*

Bethlehem was consequently

quite anxious to eliminate this price-cutting by gaining control over
the two leaders in the movement*
Bethlehem also had other things to gain from the mergers*

fhe

Midvale-Caahria Company had enormous reserves of domestic ores which
Bethlehem lacked? it had an aggressive sales force and had accumulated
an enormous cash reserve.

In the case of the Lackawanna properties

Bethlehem acquired a yery favorable location (it was near Buffalo and
enjoyed low-assembly costs on the Great Lakes)*

Moreover, it had

equal

or lower distributive freight rates on its finished products to many
consuming points in the East, and a pronounced advantage over Bethlehem
in its distributive costs both by rail and by water to the growing con
suming cantors in the West.

In fact, Lackawanna was larger than

Bethlehem when the latter acquired it, and subsequent history has shown
that while only a moderate increase has taken place at Bethlehem,

a

tremendous expansion M s occurred at some of the acquired plants, fhe
* %
mergers increased the steal capacity of Bethlehem to almost 15 per cent
of the total steel capacity of the country and added many important
lines to those then produced by Bethlehem Steel Corporation.

Moreover,

Midvale-Cambria had a backlog of orders amomtiag to $5,261,000 when

2
Bethlehem acquired it on March 30, 1923*
It is difficult to understand why Lackawanna and Midvale-Cambria
were anxious to merge with Bethlehem when their own condition was wo
much better*

1*
2.

jm>»
JUfo

The fact that the times were uncertain and the M e

PP« 242-244.
PP* 249-250.

'

—

agreed to

the liabilities and obligations of

deliver #12,500,000 par

tive pref

All the properties of Midvale Steel and Ordnance Conpany were pur
chased (except the ordnance plant and other business located at Hioetosn,
Pennsylvania), as were certain assets including the stock oened ty it

relating to
the operation of the Nicetown plant) were assumed by one or more of the
subsidiaries of Bethlehem.

These Included the twenty-year convertible.

for the properties purchased #97,681,400 par value, of its
#95,000,000 of it went to the Midvale Company for distribution to its

to the holders of its stock not then held by the Midvale Company*

1

The results of the mergers were soon evident.

A

#4 per teas

advance in prices occurred while the mergers were under discussion
1. T. H. E. C ., Monograph #13,
plaad and ftaall Ruainaaa, pp. 21A-2A6.

USisXsmL £l£

Bfrtifofflr

with the Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission in tiie
spring of 1922*

An $8 increase occurred between that time and the

acquisition by Bethlehem of Lackawanna in October# 1922, and another

spring of 1923.

She f. o* b* mill quotations disappeared with tha

acquisition of Lackawanna and the options obtained cm the MidvaleCambria properties.

The selling of steel was again put on a Pittsburgh

basis in the territory east of the Indiana-Ohio state line and north of
the Potomac River not controlled by the dual base established la
Chicago.

Not only were the base prices Increased but the prices on

certain extras for certain products of which the merging companies were
large producers were increased also*
An interesting commentary on these mergers is. the comparison of
the attitudes of the two agencies of the Government who were interested
in then.

The Attorney-General# as previously stated, did not believe

that tho companies produced enough of the total steel products of the
country for their merger to restrain competition, and he did not foel that either the Sherman or tho Clayton Acts would be violated.

The

Western Association of Rolled Steel Consumers had asked him to include
in his investigation the practice of Pittsburgh Plus, but apparently

2
he ignored this suggestion, for he did not mention it in his opinion.

3~

12, p. 301.

2*
p. 389,

He case to the conclusion that the companies produced only a very small
proportion of the total production of blooms, billets, and slabs.

Of

plates, Midvale produced but 8.22 per cent. Republic but .75 per cent,
and Inland but 2.31 per cent.

As far as sheets were concerned Midvale

did not manufacture them; Inland produced only 2.3 per cent of the
total and Republic but 1.09 per cent.

Of structural shapes Midvale* s

percentage was 3.61 per cent; Inland*a wao 3*72 per cent and Republic
did not manufacture then.

He believed that the formation was prompted

(Apparently he did not take into consideration Midvale* s substantial

In the case of Lackawanna he stated that Bethlehem and Lackawanna

hence, he believed that it was apparent that any question of competition
with respect to pig iron was a natter of small concern.

Roth companies

produced (which he seemed to consider insignificant); only 4.73 per cent
of the total of plates, 21*96 per cent of the rails produced and 9.7
per cent of the total of steel ingots*

He did not think, therefore,

that the purpose of the merger was monopoly, and since competition
would not be substantially lessened the merger could, not violate the
He also listed the products produced by Bethlehem that

1
that the two companies were not competitors.1

1.

IbiA;

pp. 258-263.

The evidence compiled by the Federal Trade Commission shows just
the opposite, as far as competition between the companies was concerned*
The stock lists and rolling schedules issued by Bethlehem showed that
57 different sizes of rounds, 61 different sizes of plates, 2 different
styles and 13 different sizes of concrete reinforcing bars, were pro
duced by that company which the Attorney-General had advised the Senate
were not made by Bethlehem*

,

The evidence also showed substantial ship

ments of the same character by Lackawanna Steel Company and Cambria

Steel Company

Immediately prior to their acquisition by Bethlehem. This

was shown in abstracts, contracts, invoices, and acknowledgements of

orders.

In five instances sales were made by the two producers to the

same consumer.

B o # Lackawanna and Cambria were producing the same

sizes of heavy structural shapes and were selling them in substantial
quantities to common customers at Rochester, Hew York, in the two years
immediately prior to the merger.

In addition, orders placed with

Bethlehem Steel Company prior to October 21, 1922, and partially filled
by shipments from Bethlehem were, subsequent to the acquisition,
1
filled in part by shipments from Lackawanna.
•

A partial abstract of invoices rendered by Bethlehem and Lackawanna

against the Porcupine Company at Bridgeport, Connecticut, showed ship
ments of substantial quantities of identical forms and sizes of struc
tural shapes, including bar sizes, from both Lackawanna and Bethlehem
prior to the acquisition by Bethlehem of Lackawanna.
With regard to the competition between Bethlehem and Cambria aa 1

1. f. H. S. C. Monograph #13, jBg3&!to E C C M e m
Siaed qnd Small Business, pp. 224-225«

?!V’

and Cambria showed certain sizes and forms of standard structural shapes
manufactured or carried in stock, and offered for sale by both companies
X
prior to the acquisition by Bethlehem of the properties of Cambria.
Evidence of the Federal Trade Commission also showed that both com
panies produced 43 different sizes of steel beams ranging from 3 to 24
inches in width and weighing 5-7 to 100 pounds per lineal foot, 37 dif
ferent oizoe of eteel channels varying from 3 to 12 inches and weighing
4*1 to 550 pounds per lineal foot, and 12 bar mill sizes which the
Attorney-General had assumed were not made by Bethlehem.

Moreover, the

evidence showed that the companies had sold structural chapes to the
same customers, and that both had shipped a considerable number of
cars of plates.

After the merger some of the existing contracts were

2

.

.

filled either by Bethlehem or Lackawanna*
Even if the combined companies did not control a large part of the
total production, the fact remains that the effect of the mergers wqs
to restrict competition between the companies concerned.

Their eus-

produoULon in the hands of fI

by too much faith in percentages as wen,
the Federal Trade Commission
tition as

1.
2.

i m a . , PP. 319-335*
J M f e , P* 228.

a1

result of the mergers, IS was seen that the Federal Trade Commission
could not prevent their consummation.

The Commission, however, was more

postponed from Hay to December, 1923, in order to permit the employment
of economic advisors to study the economic issues in the case.

The

testimony of three economists regarding the price theory involved was
given in December, 1923? the oral arguments of counsel were concluded
on June 24, 1924, and the decision of the Commission (which was four So
one) ordering the Corporation to cease and desist from the Pittsburgh
■:
.
i
Plus practice of quoting prices was given July 21, 1924.

2
certain of its subsidiaries

with price discrimination in Interstate

violations of the Clayton Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act re
spectively.

The practice was attacked on the following grounds;

1.

That it resulted in discrimination between customers
purchasing from a mill In Pittsburgh and ones not there
located.

2.

That it resulted in the markets of eastern and northern
steel users being artificially and abnormally extended
while those of their western and southern competitors1
2

1. Fetter, S£jl .ftlltt., P« 158.
2. American Bridge Company, American Sheet & Tin Plate Company,
Carnegie Steel Company, National Tube Company, American Steel & Wire
Company, Illinois Steel Company, Lorain Steel Company, Tennessee Coal,
Iron and Railroad Company, Minnesota Steel Company, Clair ton Steel
Company, Union steel Company*

3.

That competition
its users had
ititora used the

as well as

ticm of mentions of the United States,
Pittaburgh, had been retarded, and development of
Pittsburgh mills had been abnormally increased*1In support of these contentions the Commission offered
s.

A

brief was submitted, and an oral argument was made by the

for the states of Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota, acting on be
half of themselves and the other twenty-eight States making up the mem
bership of The Associated States Opposing Pittsburgh Plus*

A brief was

also submitted on behalf of the Joint Committee of the Civic Organisa
tions of Duluth Opposing Pittsburgh Plus*
The Federal Trade Commission charged that nowhere in the United
States d M the Chicago fabricator have an advantage over the Pittsburgh
fabricator, and in only a very limited territory could he compete with
the latter at all.

At Chicago, however, the Pittsburgh fabricator,

under the Pittsburgh plus practice, competed with the Chicago fabricator*
the Pittsburgh fabricator at Pittsburgh had an advantage over Chicago
fabricators of $15.20 per ton, while the average profit on a structural
job was only $5 a ton.
the Chicago fabricator.

this differential, of course, would eliminate
When Pittsburgh and Chicago fabricators com

peted in Detroit, the former had the advantage of $7.30 a ton, although
if the system were eliminated his advantage would be but 30# a ton. The
Commission declared that at South Bend, Indiana, (eighty-six miles from

1.

In the Matter of United States Steel Corporation et a&. Docket 760,

Chicago and 400 miles from Pittsburgh) the fabricators from Pittsburgh
bad an advantage of $4.60 per ton, while if the Pittsburgh Plus system
were eliminated the Chicago fabricators would have an advantage of

Another disadvantage for a manufacturer outside Pittsburgh, the
Commission stated, was the increase in overhead charges per unit of
product caused by the extra prices charged him for hie rolled steel.
These higher prices restricted his market, resulting in

a decreased

volume of sales and increased overhead per unit of product manufactured,
le either had to take reduced prices or increase his selling price.

An

increased price would reduce the quantity sold, making hie overhead
charges even higher per unit of product,

this situation was confirmed

by the testimony of the large majority of the 147 witnesses called by
the attorneys for the Federal Trade Commission.

These witnesses stated

that the increase in their overhead had been caused by Pittsburgh prices
and the Birmingham Differential, < Conversely,: the

Pittsburgh plants

enjoyed low overhead costs, because of their largo volume of sales.
Indeed, one witness company having a plant near Pittsburgh and one at
Chicago, stated that it actually supplied its carload customers in •
Chicago from the Pittsburgh plant.

As a result of Pittsburgh Plus, the

volume of business done by the Pittsburgh plant was so much greater
that its overhead costs were very much below those at the Chicago plant*
The carload business for Chicago, therefore, could be supplied to better

1
the company' o main office was in Chicago.
The fabricators in the West declared that their plants had not
expanded materially for a number of years, for the Pittsburgh Plus dis
criminations increased with every increase in freight rates.

In addi

tion, a large number of manufacturers testified that they would be driven
out of business if the Pittsburgh Plus prices continued.

It was also

stated that a number of steel users bad been forced to discontinue the
manufacture of a variety of products made of steel because of the
•

"

2

Pittsburgh Plus prices which they were forced to pay.
This discrimination, the Federal Trade Commission charged, pre
vented such companies from competing with their competitors in favor of
whom such discriminations operated.

Such practices, the Commission

stated, constituted an unfair method of competition.

The Commission

further charged that the discriminatory Pittsburgh Plus prices adversely
affected the public interest, since the system inevitably raised prices
to the publie.

Moreover, it was argued that if free competition ex

isted in the steel industry, the prices in the Chicago and Birmingham
districts would fall to a level consonant with the lower cost of pro
duction at those points.

The Pittsburgh Plus system had prevented this
5

decrease from occurring.
Examples of collusion between subsidiaries of the United States
Steel Corporation and its competitors wore cited also.

f e r n

26-27.

28-29.
34.
p. 36.

The Federal

a compilation of freight rates on sheets from Pittsburgh to practically
every consuming point in the United States.

It furnished this book and

changes made from time to time to its competitors at a nominal price.
The company and its competitors also used the same table of tolerances
and the same sheet bar weight book, each of which had a bearing on the
ultimate prices charged for their product.

Moreover, all steel pro

ducers, the Commission stated, had a substantially identical provision
in their contracts, providing that if the freight rate on steel from
Pittsburgh to any given point was increased during the life of the con
tracts, the price of the steel in such contracts should be automatically
Increased accordingly.
The Federal Trade Commission did not believe that any interruption
to business would result from the elimination of the Pittsburgh Plus
system.

It said that the system had been eliminated in the Chicago

district in 1921 on plates, bars, and shapes, and was eliminated for a
period of nine months during the war without any interruption to busi2
ness being noted.
The federal Trade Commission, therefore, ordered
the United States steel Corporation and its subsidiaries to cease and 1

1.
2.

tstemX
p. 49.

i&adjiflisa m&Wisub, voi» v u i . , pp. 39-40.
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deslat selling its rolled steel products at Pittsburgh Plus prices in
interstate commerce.

It further ordered that all basing points should

be production or shipping points, and that steel prices should be

account of differences in the grade, quality, or quantity of the com
modity sold, or differences reflected in costs of selling or transporta
tion, or differences made in the same or different communities in good
1
faith to meet competition.

its products as it saw fit.

He stated that the law did not enjoin the

observance of sound economic principles.

He therefore did not think

2
economic mistakes.

conform to the order ^Insofar as it is practicable to do so.*

i- m a . , p . 5?*
2. I M d . » pp. 62-64.
3. In 1938 the Corporation did appeal
but no decision has as
yet h e m made. The grounds the Corporation
that the order' never has been complied with anyway.
Mr. Joseph J, 0 1Connell, Jr., Special
- Assist
,W*fcW
>0 General

stated that it would not interfere unless It was found that ooapetition
was "substantially lessened" by failure to follow the intent of the
order*

It said that it did not intend to supervise the operation of
1
the order, as the consumers were expected to see that this was done.

but it is hard to see how it could supervise the operation of all its
orders with its limited staff and resources, although it must be ad
mitted that after the close of the case the Commission in effect washed
Its bands of the whole affair, and made no attempt to see that the
order was carried out.
As for the reasons for the United States Steel Corporation not
appealing the order immediately, the most logical explanation seems to
be that it realised that- the complaint had been the result of an aroused

therefore, it did not want to arouse this antagonism any further by
dragging the case through another trial, and thereby increase its own
unpopularity.

Mr. Fetter thinks that it shrank from another court

subject of attack.

Furthermore, according to him, the policy of the

Corporation during the long reign of Judge Gary as president had
in going beyond the limit of what might be legally demanded by the public.

Iron Age* September 25, 1924, fol. 114, P* 750.
3-

Ibid.,

•
: ,

h

»

tM

-

The great rovoluttcm that »&8 popularly expected to be the result

Of tills order did not occur,

& few new basing point# were added, but

not nearly all production points were made basing points as the Federal
Trade Commission had ordered.

Gradually the number of basing points was

increased in response to the growth of new centers of production, the
bargaining power of important consumers and consuming industries, and
1
the pressure of opinion emanating from the Commission1n order.
The effect of naming a new basing point is that if the base price
named at the new point is equal to, or lower than, the base price at the
old points, prices are lower in part of the old territory, and the
territory is increased in which the mills at the old point must absorb.

2
freight in order to sell.

If the new base price is higher, the old

basing point may be affected but little.

The Corporation apparently

took these effects into consideration in naming its new prices, for
some of the prices named at the new basing points were higher than the
base prices at Pittsburgh.

The base price for wire was the same at

Pittsburgh, Ironton, Ohio; and Cleveland.

At Anderson, Indiana, the

price was one dollar per ton higher than at the preceding points) at
DeKalb and Joliet, Illinois, and at Duluth the price was two dollars

Birmingham, the base prices

three dollars per ton higher than at

Is Bearings Before the T. It, E. C«, Part 18, Iron and Steel Induatanrf
Iron Ore. Exhibit #1349. P, 10412,

2. iks.

m a w M orntw m & m M

xxiwa m
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▲S Cleveland the
te effect

and &

In 1925, the first

at a
the basis of all-rail rates.
SSeg at &

itinued to follow its lead.

Since a isultiple basing

different areas are placed upon a
is too groat a differential in the base prices.

They still must

1. "Results of Abolishing Pittsburgh Basing,*
1, 1925, Vol. 115, PP. 54-56.
2. "the Afteraath of Pittsburgh Plus,* T M Iron M e . January 7, 1926,
Vol. 117, pp. 34-37.
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absorb a considerable amount of freight, however, and the base prices
must be high enough to allow for this.

Of course they also collect

"phantom freight" on some of their hauls, but this item Is reduced by
the addition of new basing points.

i: a&asa&M mss* and aadEgj&a»
Between the years 1923 and

1927

e a p m d l t w e s on plant were largely

for the purpose of Increasing efficiency and for making minor additions
to capacities, particularly for special types of steels.

In 1927, there

was a slight recession, but it was followed by increased output, and
production rose sharply to new high levels in 1928 and 1929.

During

this period new cost-reducing technologies were developed, the most im
portant being in the field of light steels.

The introduction of the

gram for additions to and replacements of capacity,

the steel ingot

capacity increased from 60,000,000 gross tons at the beginning of 1927
1
to 70,000,000 gross tons at the end of 1931*
Prices during this period were relatively stable, although the
prices of the important light steel products for which the new tech
nologies of production had been developed tended downward during the
years 1927-1929.

The prices of the important heavy steel products,

2
however, increased during the period 1927-1929*

T. H. E, C., Mi
Z.

t i U . , p. u.6.

CHArmiH.
II. R. A. t

a

.
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THE STEEL CODE

£§r-M j g a a a m *

The steel Industry suffet^d greatly during the depresaim year®
1930-1933•

The chief users of its products aro the producer* s goods

atisew, afraid to add to their inventories while prices wore falling
so rapidly and conditions of demand were uncertain.

The result was that

by 1932 the steel industry as a whole was operating at less than 20
1
per cent of capacity.
There was no corresponding adjustment in steel
prices, however, for their average decline during this same period waa

2
only 15 per cent.

The prices of the important light steel products

did drop sharply during the years 1930-1933# hut the prices of the ia3
portent heavy steel products dropped but little during this time.
This unequal adjustment between the rate of production and the level
of prices has strengthened the arguments of those charging the
industry with administered prices.

The Rational Industrial Recovery Act was passed early in 1933#

Monograph #12
Pood
prices during this same period"
3. T. H*

and was designed to be the new political administration* s chief remedy
for the depression.

It hoped to raise prices and to stimulate recovery

through the utilisation of a plan of industrial self-government.

Each

to abide by the rules governing prices, output, mad fair trade practices
that were made for the industry as a whole.

With the removal of cut

throat competition, and the stabilisation of prices, administration
leaders hoped to restore business confidence, which in turn would lead
to renewed business activity.
... . The steel industry was admirably suited for such a plan.

For years

it had labored to obtain the very objectives that now it was told it
must incorporate in its code.

To be sure it agreed to increase the rate

of wages, reduce hours, and spread employment despite severe monetary
losses, but in return it received a mandate to set up regulations which
would eliminate secret price cutting and "perfect an artificial system
'

2

•

of determining delivered prices.*
3
The Code of Fair Competition for the Iron and Steel Industry was
originally drafted by the American Iron and Steel Institute, and with
the exception of its labor provisions, was almost completely the work
4
of the industry.
It was approved by the President on August IS, 1*13#

1. As a corollary to this the Administration planned to increase
consumer purchasing power by setting up such agencies as the Public
Works Administration, the Work Projects Administration, the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration, etc*,
2. Daugherty, Carroll R., Melvin G. de Chaseau, and Samuel S. Stratton,
Emmlm
Jttat
Jfaft a&asl laateatai (Ke* York and London,
1937), Vol. I., p* 204.
3* Hereafter referred to as the Steel Code. Unless otherwise specified,
citations refer to the Amended Code.
4* Daugherty,
s i W p. 204.

Ixm mi
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and after a trial period of ninety days %aa extended without alteration.
Later it was revised and adopted in its final fora on July

11, 1934.

The Board of Directors of the American Iron and Steel Institute
were designated as the Code Authority to administer the provisions of
the Steel Code, Those directors are elected !y members of the Institute
for three year terms, one-third being elected each year.
1934,

0p to May 9#

the Board consisted of thirty members, but at that time

two

more

sere added to provide a greater representation for the smaller members
of the Code. The active membership of the Iron and Steel Institute
is limited to 2,000 and is open to any person "of high character and
good standing" who is over twenty-one years of age, a resident of the
Dnited States, Canada, or Mexico, end who is engaged directly in the
iron and steel industry. Any corporation or partnership engaged in the
Industry may become a company member if at least one of its officers
or employees is an active member. In the annual elections both active
2
and company members are entitled to one vote each.
Although the Board of Directors i» reasonably representative of
the industry as a whole, Dr, de Chaze&u states that it is less certain
that it was

representative of the members of the Code over whose
3

Authority.

In all, the directors represented twenty-four companies

which held 76 per cent of all the votes that could be cast by Code eei
•

'

:

;

'1

1. 1634., p, 2(9.
;
2. Ibid., p. 221. Of the 1,194 members entitled to vote in January,
1935, only about 100 were company members.
3. U 4 4 . » P- 222.
4* isa.slk-

of Directors# either from Its own membership, from the industry at
large# or from outside the industry.

Actually the Board went outside

the twenty-four companies it represented in only seven instances. Bight
committees were appointed with a total membership of eighty-six.

they

thee.
and of

2
itivtiy*

1. H M . , p. 216.
2.

JUst.» PP. 222-223.

1
trade praotloee#
For each Code

Ing point nearest In terms of all-rail frel^it to the plant In which It
was produced*

For any one product only one base price could be filed

at a given basing point, except for pipe, for which both a earload and
a less-than-carload price filing was permitted*

A base price so filed

did not become effective until ten days after filing unless it was
filed to meet a lower base price that had been filed for that product
at the basing point.

A member could not file a higher price than any m

file for that product at the basing point, however, until the end of
quarter, when all price filings terminated.

a

Moreover, no sales or con

tracts for sales calling for shipment in any calendar quarter year
could be made until the base price for that product for that quarter
had been filed with the Secretary of the Institute and had become
effective.

Sor could a Code member sell a product at less than his own

file (those in which he had no plant for the production of the given
product).

In such oases the lowest base price for the product on file
' 2

at any time.
In addition.

Code was

2.

try was not

fora notice giving not the individual company price filings, but the
lowest base price for each product classification filed at each basing
-'
'' point, as roll as the date on which that price filing was to become
1
.
‘ : ;
■ •
effective.
In this way the members could keep their prices in line
2 '
■ ■
with little difficulty.
.

.

...

.

To insure further the uniformity of prices, the Code provided that
3
V < =- •
'.
minimum extras were to be charged Ijy all Code members at published
rates approved and issued by the Code Authority from time to time.

IS

was a Code violation to fail to charge as much as the minimum thus indi4
.
: -:
>.
- cated.
In addition the Code declared that the rate to be applied in
calculating the delivered price was to bo that shown in tariff books
compiled, kept up-to-date, and issued to Code nembars by the Code
Authority.

If the all-rail transportation, was not used, then only such

deductions as had been previously approved by the Code Authority and
filed with the Secretary of the Institute might be allowed.

If

delivery were made at a basing point the freight rate was1

1. %bid., pp. 224-225.
2. The earlier Code provided that the Code Authority could investigate
the production costs of a firm filing a price it (the Authority) con
sidered too low. It could then fix a minimum price consistent with
these costs as long as this involuntary price filing was not higher then
the lowest approved price on file for that product at the basing point.
This power, however, was never exercised and was dropped from the re
vised code. Daugherty, op. clt.f p. 213*
3. Extras refer to the additions or deductions from standard specifi
cations made to take care of special size, quality, treatment or
quantity on individual orders.
4* Daugherty, op.clt.. p. 210*
5. A resolution passed by the Board during this period provided that
the full all-rail freight to destination, but would be credited with
65 per cent of the carload freight rate, and be could take it himself.
On less than carload quantities the buyer also received a credit equal
to 65 per cent of the carload rate. Hearings Before the T. H„ E. C.,
Part 5,
M ISAm&l?,*, (Washington, 1939),
p. 1875.

1
the arbitrary switching charge approved by the Code Authority.

?!•&►*

tion of any of these provisions subjected the violator to fines deter
mined and imposed by the Code Authority,

In some instances punishment

might include the outlawing of the offender from membership in the
Steel Code*
Under the original Code the basing points enumerated were in
general those already in use by the industry*

Ih#

Amended Code, how

ever, made some additions, and in the case of signs and fence posts
brought a product under the basing point system that had not been in
cluded in it previously*

One reason given for this action was that the

items had formerly been considered fabricated products made largely by
fabricators purchasing from the steel industry*

With the extension of

the steel producers into the fabricating industry the use of the basing

2
point system became appropriate.
The list of the basing points under the Code may be found on pages
85-90*

Although the total number of basing points is impressive,

actually the number of bases for each product was not large.

Moreover,

many of the producing centers were basing points for more than one
product*

Pittsburgh, for example, was a base for thirty-four products,

while Chicago was the base for twenty-seven*
products had relatively few basing points*

The more important
Sheets had only four,

plates only eight, structural shapes only seven, pipe only three, tin

1. Daugherty, on. cit*. p* 211* This charge was paid ty buyers whose
plants were located at the basing point for the products purchased* It
was the same for all customers regardless of their location or that of
the mill.

2. BSBA2& of Am

M

Emim
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1934, (Washington, 1935), p. 30.

Maa,ter» sovomber 30,

1

Bale fleet

Caatcm, Ohio

Pittsburgh
Buffalo

I
Pittsburgh
Buffalo

Chicago
Gary

Cleveland

©ary
Pittsburgh
Buffalo
Cleveland
Chicago
Gulf Ports
Pacific Coast Ports

Pittsburgh
Troy, Hew York
Jersey City, lew Jersey
Dover, Hew Jersey

l.

Ha SisalSseZti,pp - 31-37.

Creighton, Pennsylvania
Richmond, Virginia
Louisville, Kentucky
Bare— merchant steel*
Pittsburgh
Buffalo
Cleveland
Chicago
Gary

Pacific
Duluth,
Moline,
(rail

Coast Ports
Minnesota*
Illinois
steel only)

Pittsburgh
Syracuse, Haw York
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
Girder Rails*
Lorain, Ohio
Steelton, Pennsylvania
Ingots, M o o n s , billets, and slabs— alloy*
Buffalo
Pittsburgh
Chicago

Canton, Ohio
Massillon, Ohio
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Ingots, blooms, billets, and slabs— carbon*
Pittsburgh
Buffalo
Cleveland
Chicago
Light Rails— 60 pounds or less per yard*
Pittsburgh
Chicago

Gary
Birmingham
Youngstown
Duluth* (billets only added)

Mechanical tubings
Pitta
Canton, Ohio
Shelby* Ohio

Detroit
Milwaukee

Pig Iron— foundry, Mtlloabie,

opm

Buffalo
Cleveland
lounge toim
Seville Island, Pennsylvania
Sharpeville, Pennsylvania
Erie, Pennsylvania
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
Swedeland, Pransylvamia
'
Birdsboro, P«msylvanla
Hamilton, Ohio
Jackson, Ohio

hearth basis, and Bessemer*

Toledo, Ohio
Granite City, Illinois
Detroit
Duluth (except open hearth
basis)
Provo, Utah
Everett, Massachusetts
Sparrows Point, Maryland
Steelton, Pennsylvania*

Pig Iron— low phosphorus*
Birdsboro, Pennsylvania
Steel ton, Pennsylvania

Standish, Hew lork
Johnson City, Tennessee

Pipe— rigid electrical conduit:#
Pittsburgh

Evanston, Illinois

Pipe— standard, line pipe, and oil country tubular products*
Pittsburgh
Gary:.,
Lorain

: -

Plates*
Cmteevllle, Pennsylvania
Sparrows Point, Maryland
Gulf Ports
Pacific Coast Ports

Pittsburgh
Chicago

Gary
Birmingham
Railroad tie plates*
Pittsburgh
Buffalo
Chicago
Birmingham
St. Louis

Kansas City, Missouri
Sinnequa, Colorado
Weirtcm, Most Virginia
Portsmouth, Ohio
Steelton, Pennsylvania
pacific Coast Ports

•Added by Amendment*
#Left out of Amended Code.

Railroad track Spikes*
Pittsburgh
■ BufjEel©
Cloveland
liinaingb&Q
Xoungstown
Portsmouth, Ohio
Weirtoa
St. Louis

Kansas City, Missouri
Minnequa, Colorado
Philadelphia #
Lebanon
Columbia, Pennsylvania
Richmond, Virginia
Jersey City, Hew Jersey
Pacific Coast Ports

Sheet Bars*
Pittsburgh
Buffalo
Cleveland

Chicago
Xoungstown
Canton
. Sparrows Point, Maryland

Sheets*
Pittsburgh
Gary

Birmingham
Pacific Coast Ports

Pittsburgh
Buffalo
Coatesville, Pennsylvania

Chicago
Xoungstown
Sparrows Point, Maryland

Skelp*

Steel Sheet Piling*
Pittsburgh
Buffalo

Chicago
Gulf Ports
Pacific Coast Ports

Strip Steel— cold-rolled*
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Worcester, Massachusetts
Strip Steel— hot-rolled*
Pittsburgh
Chicago
•
Birmingham*

#Left out of Amended Code

(standard shapes
only)

aa*

fls Plate, tin ail! black plate

terne;

Gaiy

tin** rer»8 (
Sew Or:
(hot
steel only)

wire
»

t wire only)

Cleveland

Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Waukegon, Illinois

•ire Hoops— twisted or welded#*

Chicago
Gulf
Pacific Coast Ports

Seer York

(Spiegeleisea only)

Chicago
(Spiegeleisea only)
Gulf Ports*
Mobile (Ferromanganese
Only)

plat© only three, boiler tubes only one, hot-rolled strip only two,
cold-rolled atrip only three, tool steel bars only three and merchant
1
steel bars only eight.
the Code provided a detailed table of allowable maximum rates of
discount for early payment and the maximum periods of free credit. These
were classified by geographical area, by type of buyer, and ty type of
product.

The Authority was empowered to fix such other terms as it

might find desirable and to fix the interest to be charged after the
expiration of the maximum period of free credit.

The Code did not set

the maximum jobber allowances for resale, but required each Code member
to file a list of such deductions at the same time it filed its base
prices.

In return for these deductions from the base price the jobber

agreed not to resell the product at a price lower than that at which
a Code member could sell it to the same buyer.

Should be disregard this

2
agreement he could be fined.
Unfair practices under the Code constituted the following*

1.
2.

1.

Gratuities, gifts, and other forms of bribery.

2.

Employment of confidential information without consent.

3.

Imitation or simulation of design, style, mark, or
brand.

4»

Disparagement of a competitor’s products, credit
standing, manufacturing ability, and conditions of
employment,

5»

Inducements to violate an existing contract.

6.

Coercion to force the withdrawal or alteration of
base price.1

a

Report of the Federal Trade Commission to the President, p. 29*
Daugherty, on. clt.. p. 211.
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7.

Promise to alter price filings as a condition of get
ting an order.

8.

Cancel contract provisions without claiming full inderoity.
^
■

9*

Date an invoice later than the date of shipment.

.

10.

sell .or contract to sell a product inadequately des
cribed in terms customarily used in the industry.

11.

Substitute a material superior in quality to that
specified.

12.

Service with a sale for which adequate- compensation
was not received.
.

13.

Guarantee against a decline in market price.

14.

Sell for -crap a product which might reasonably have
a value for other than re-melting purposes.1

Violators

of these provisions might be fined an amount set by the Board

of Directors.

The unfairness of the first seven of these practices is

obvious, but with regard to the remainder there is doubt.

Their in

tention seems to have been the removal of the last element of com
petition from the industry by indirectly fixing the amount of service
that

a company

could give#

So far as price control was concerned, the Code was a success.
2
Dr. Melvin G. de Chaseau say# that price stabilisation was probably
more adequately provided for in the Code than at any time in the
;■
-;S '
history of the steel industry.
The prices of finished steel products
rose considerably either immediately before the effective date of the
- ' ■V
''
'
. "
Code, soon after, or both. By May, 1934# according to Dr. di Chaseau,1
3
2

1. m a t , pp. 2124213.
2.
3.

Associate Professor of Commerce, Bniverelty of Virginia.
Daugherty,
p. 213.

soafchB (for hot-rolled strip). On the *ole, bovsever, these initial

for tin plate.
MfUr

' 'A*

the rest of the nation.

This

delivered price, but concessions were withheld from buyers Immediately
south of the Michigan boundary,

1.

I k M * , Vol. II. pp. 598-600.

fbe result was that steel was hauled1
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for delivery in Toledo,

California had been sot at a

but the Amended Code made no change in the price structure for the

In September, 1934, the Seneca Wire and Manufacturing Company ©f

ing point.

Their claim mas not recognized.

Likewise, St, Louis

fabricators complained because the Code eliminated the basing point at
St* Louis, making their price based on f* o, b* Chicago.
advantage to their Chicago competitors.

This gave an

Later St. Louis was restored

not made a basing point under the original Code, despite the fact that
it is the center of one of the richest Iron ore producing sections of
the country, and for years has been a producing point for one of the

agricultural region.

Prices to consumers in Duluth were figured on

the Chicago price plus transportation costs to Duluth,

i.

M

i t e aritoil taMfo

is

Consumers in i
.

Ms. t e f i & m l *

pp«

18 -20 *

IhRt area naturally protested, and to the Auanded Coda Baluth

rnde

a basing point, but the bass price t.ppilcmbla ras arbitrarily pieced at
■
'
-"
’ ' '
■ . *■'
a considerable /.iXfarential oyer tho.Chicago base price..
, •

.Xoua^tofBf .CMe,

also vas net m d o a basing point din trie t

to

tbo

original Code, but rhea five is^rtanb Xoungstoaa producers endorsed
■the protect of tueir local
epeci&l ©oncesatoa*

fa b ric a tin g customers relief whs :granted'.ty

la ^ '.7 , 1934# too Missouri Rolling Mill Corporation

ci St. L<niio, a omall ro-rollor of steel r^ils, requeoled that 3t. Louis
be .made a basing point tor rail oteel nproiiant bor««: % e . fateriottorc' .in
that city were having to pay a price based opoa Chioagp plus freight to
St."Louis,-

although, tlicy .botr-ht jho s t e a l t o S I. Louie. .This of course

- m # th a ir. Chicago c o n p a tiw re an. . t o

Thei r re q u e st -uu rlrrd -i

toe subsequent anisndBcnt of -1 ho- Cv.d:>, but Moline, Illtoois,- o i t o o f

•a mill owned by th« Rajnjnlio Steel Ccrpoiation, & competitor of .the
Missouri Polling Mill Company,

tree

made a basing puiak for merchant steel

bars rolled from rail steel.'
Extras provided another moai^ of diecrininatioa.

The theory is

often advanced that extras represent only increased costa to the pro
ducers by reason of smaller quuutitios, higher quality, unusual:shapes
and sises end similar varistioas fro a standard specifications.

Iha

federal Trade Coixiiaaiou found evidence in the correepondeaoe batoesn

the ehairaan of the Ins ti auto'a Technical Coaaaittao end its Executive
Sesretrury ti'.afc extras vero net alsayti founded on differences to costa.

1. J i i d . r r - 3i-

,

z. .Z5S-. k >- as-1*.

..

.

#
National Recovery Adniniatratlcm because of the unfairness of the quan
tity extras to small jobber purchasers,

the mill contended it had to

protect itself against the increased cost of handling small orders.

The

.

jobber then replied that the mill had delayed delivery of certain slower
selling sizes in order to accumulate enough orders to justify rolling
them.

let it had applied extras to these delayed orders on the grounds

of their being small orders*

The Institute took the viewpoint that if

extras were based on the actual costs of special rolling, they would
have to be substantially larger, and "that the extras in question are #a
part a reflection of the unattractive nature of such small-lot business
1
to the average producer."
The provision requiring the use of the all-rail freight rate in
computing delivered prices proved a hardship on many fabricators.

Many

concerns had chosen their location for the special purpose of obtaining
the advantage of the cheaper
location for that purpose.

Then the all-rail rate was charged, and

their costs were raised accordingly.
cost of its

a

A Louisville manufacturer bad the
of its steel

ea the Ohio River complained that it had formerly bought material
delivered at barge-load rates.

1
difference cost him thousand* of dollar# e year#
the ssaller producers and jobbers were also the chief violators of
the Code.

In August, 1934# fines were assessed against twelve jobbers

for cutting prices, and in tho following month eighteen fines were
assessed against producers for the same offense.

Many of these fines

involved sales to the federal Government, although there is a statute
requiring competitive bidding on Government business.

Moreover, In

-

Hearember, 1933, the Comptroller-General had held that price-fixing rules
or schedules did not apply to sales to the Federal Government.

Many of

the violations for which fines were assessed related to disregard of
the specified rules for calculating the delivery charge from basing point
to destination.

Jobbers were also heavily fined for deviating Grom the

delivered prices provided for by the basing point system.

The Federal

Trade Commission was handicapped in its study of these violations by the
fact that the Institute declined to furnish minutes of the Board of
Directors which related to the assessment of fines cm members for price
cutting.

Their reason for this, they said, was that many of the fines

assessed related to disregard of the rules for calculating the delivery
charge, and they did not think such information was relevant to the
study of the basing point system.

The Commission took the viewpoint

that the means adopted to support and enforce a system becomes a part
:

of that system.

2

"
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s.

Of ^Irn Basing Point

2 S t e ^U1

&9£»-

the CoBals8ion*s intareat in the problem wis the result of President
Roosevelt’s order of Bay, 1934, directing it to sake a study and report
on the basing point system under the Amended Steel Code,

the President

was not wholly satisfied with the system used to quote steel prices,
for in his statement regarding the Amended Code he said that conditions

system in modified form.

He believed that the increase in the number

«t

basing points in the Amended Code alleviated soae o f ,the inequities In
the existing system, but he thought that the final end in view should
be the quoting of prices on the basis of areas of production and the
elimination of artificial transportation charges in price quotations.
Therefore, he directed both the Federal Trade Commission and the Rational
Recovery Administration to study the basing point system in the steel
industry and report their conclusions to hie by Hovember 30, 1934*
After studying the operation of the system both before the Code
period and during the year the Code had been in operation, the Federal
Trade Commission came to the conclusion that the basing point system
not only permitted and encouraged price-fixing, but was itself price-

point system had had the sanction of the Code, whose provisions made

lag its inequities.

%be inequities for the producers of steel lay in

the fact that except for a few powerful interests in the steel industry

1 . .I * ^ Steel Cods,
2 . ftsggjA jb£ i&g.

p.

1... r "
'
... ......... "...... ~

Ssm&atateh M

i4 b3i 4

M

l

'"............ '
p. 35.
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the producer has little to say under the ays tea am to whether hie mill
should or should not be a basing point, or to what the price at his
mill should be or the price at any other mill.

In fact, the Commission

stated, the mill prices of the individual producer m y be totally un
related to his own costs and to other market factors which under coa1
petition would determine price.
The inequities for the consuming

of their location, because these were monopolised In the hands of the
. .2
producers and sellers of iron and steel.
The Commission cited as proofs of the system* s artificialities
the rolling of steel at relatively uneconomic points of production, re
sulting in high producing costs* the excessive cross-freighting, result
ing in high delivery costs* the far-flung selling territory, resulting
la high selling costs.

These unnecessary costs, the Commission de-

clared, were reflected in the prices of the products which had already
been raised to protect the producer having a heavy overhead, out-of-date
equipment, inefficient management, or exclusively all-rail transportation1

1. As an example of
mission cited the fact that in 1920 the mill costs on plates at
Pittsburgh were #43.40 per net ton, were #42.80 at Chicago, and
at Birmingham. Shapes at Pittsburgh were #46 "
and at Birmingham #46.50. Bars at Pittsburgh
#40.80, and at Birmingham #44.
at Chicago #69.50. The
since have been higher, both at Chicago and Birmingham, than at

indicating the absence of competition under the basing point system.

B*asaftsLM lE&tes&k
2.

I M i . , pp. 35-36.

GamSaalm ia Mm PresWsat, p. 17.
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prices realised by any <me mill cm aubatantial portions of its sales

2
could be reconciled with price competition,

to the Commission, com

petition in price assumes the shading of the competitor*# price when
costs permit, and the seller* a coats permit such shading to nearby
buyers, provided the seller is making lower mill net prices to distant
3
buyers in order to secure additional volume.
Another factor that the

price differentials between ,the various basing points that had remained
unchanged for a number of years,

the Commission said that it warn in

conceivable that all the price-making factors affecting the prices of 1

1. a m . , p p . 36 -37 ,
2. For example, a
price baaed on Pittsburgh, in the first half of 1934 shipped the larger
part of his distribution of this product to territory basing on Chicago
and more economically supplied by Chicago producers. In the first six
months of 1934 a large fabricator of steel products at Pittsburgh re
ceived 37 per cent of his rolled steel from basing points other than
Pittsburgh. Thirty-one per cent of his total requirements were re
ceived from Buffalo producers, who netted #6.70 per ton less on these
shipments than cm sales to Buffalo fabricators made on the Buffalo base.
At the same time fabricators at Buffalo were receiving large quantities
of steel from Pittsburgh producers.
Waelm M
p - 13ral Trade (;_______________
Under the basing point method of quoting prices a seller realises bis
greatest mill net returns when he is nearer freightwlse to. the govern
ing basing point than is the buyer. In other words he is receiving
"phantom freight," This may amount to more than the return he receives
when shipments are made in ttie vicinity of his own mill, directly con
trary to the Commission* s theory. The latter holds that the mill net
returns should be the ease,# regardless of the location of the
buyers.

tm> widely

separated points, if permitted to operate without artifi-

clal restraint, would continue in such
general it believed that when

a

a

balanced relationship.

a

In

price-fixing combination is successful

In raising prices, consumption will decrease,

and reduced income for labor.

^

this holding to a fixed

When consumption continues to decrease,

price-fixing system calls for still higher prices la order to protect

profits, and a new cycle of reduced consumption is initiated,

the steel

industry was able to show satisfactory profits for the first six months
of 1934 without operating at more than half of its producing capacity,
this the Commission believed necessarily involved prices per ton which
included a high margin over costs of production.

# far diffi

1.

2. i m * ,

*

p. 38.

.Ml. It thought that freight „b-

was a competitive no

1

itoorpt'

the imlfora f* o. b. mill

2
did nc
. _

i-

think that the

. .

*1
low cost melting scrap,
to the
had positive advantages

►tlttne,

since eadi

at each consuming point.

Furthermore, he

in prices to his whole business in his own basing point
mats,
figure on a price which will
overhead costs, which

it

a special price for a limited
auao the

1. It would do this by establishing
in areas where the
it realised that, owing to
were still some ax

2. fhff, %atag £atefr. M&m& M
ustrv. United States Steel (

try if
___
$.

p. 23.
p. 30.

..
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with each other, thus increasing the number of producers the buyer has
to choose from.
the National Recovery Administration also came to the conclusion
that no one company exercised full leadership.

It said there was no

invariable rule as to what companies took the lead in setting the prices.
For some products some producers more or less took the lead, while for
other products, another producer might take the lead.
The National Recovery Administration believed that a non-basing
point mill bad the right to make the charges the advantages of its lo
cation enabled it to make.

If a producer could not charge his nearby

customers higher prices, it stated, then he sight not be able to cover
total costs.

In this case he would be forced out of production and the

nearby consumers would not gain lower prices but would lose the con
venience of having & producer nearby.

If the plant did become a basing

point, it declared that the plant probably would not quote prices much
lower than the prices it received from these customers previously.

2
establishment of new basing points would remedy the ease.

If

If a pro

ducer quoted a lower price than competition compelled him to (because
his freight costs were lower than his rivals*), then it said he would
be following ■some sort of a non-competitive principle rather than a
3
competitive one.*
,

t
3*

§t|:
P» 62*

1
bona-fide competition In an industry such as steel*

present system

freight absorption and •phantom

freight® in
aitted two alternative types of group-mill bases as a suggestion for
further study and possible adoption.

The first plan applied to eaeh

individual product, except standard rail products sold f . o. b. the
mill.

It provided for a basing point within fifty miles of any plant

having capacity to produce that product.

Each plant would file prices

for the group-mill base nearest in terms of freight rates irrespective
ef distance.
The second plan (slightly favored in the report) applied to pri
mary products (excluding pig and wrought iron, to be treated as for the
first type, and standard rail products sold f . o. b. the mill),

these

bases were to be established for areas surrounding centers of primary
production, so that all mills located within fifty miles of a town
containing total capacity of at least 20,000 tone of pig iron or of
steel ingots Mid also having rolling or shaping facilities for semi
finished steel would quote on the same base, unless such mills were
nearer in terms of all-rail freight to any other group-mill base.
Moreover, such a group-mill base would be established for any existing

Ib&UzsMcssi EAsm: Jb j&e. lllawiSL"""

augBeatlons eere tentatiw.
It wao further teooacendld that freight absorption be curtailed
by establishing a legal maziaum amount uhioh could be absorbed In sales
based on foreign basing points*

According to Dr. do Chaaeau, it was

fait that this device would stimulate the mills to reduce base prices
1
•
In order to retain tiieir former customers.
a
•'
' '
According to Dr. de Chaaeau the group-mill base has certain ad
vantages.

He stated that it would eliminate all non-producing basing

points and such anachronisms as a basing point for semi-finished steel
which is not a base for the finished steel product and vice-vorsa.
It would also remove all traditions! or legal barriers to independent
action and stimulate price* reductions consistent with improvements in
industrial efficiency, fundamental shifts In markets, or the economic
basis of plant location.

It would also avoid the wholesale dialoca-

2
tion of existing comparative advantages.
The President did not act on either of these reports.

Less than

six months after they were submitted to him, the Supreme Court handed

Per over twenty years the
single base, that of Pitts

had been accomplished through the leadership of the United .States Steel
Corporation.

Then in 1924 with the cease and desist order of the

Federal Trade Commission, the industry had altered its system to include
more than one base, but the United States Steel Corporation still
dominated the priceHoaking.

The Steel Code crystallised this situation,

giving government sanction to the practices that the steel industry

Code was abandoned, but the old system still remained.

How the industry

was faced with the question of whether or not it could continue the
old practices in the light of changing conditions within the industry
itself and the increasingly more hostile attitude on the part of *
those outside the industry.

•

6

There were m

important changes immediately following the aban

donment of the Steel Code.

A short period of apparent uncertainty

followed May, 1935, but soon the old system of "open prices publicly
announced* was reestablished.

Many of the Code provisions were con

tinued, indicating the satisfaction that the steel industry had felt
with certain of its regulations.

The basing point system remained, of

Code period was retained by the Industry, along with the resolution
charging 35 per cent of the all-rail freight rate when delivery was

2
truck.

The freight rate book of the Iron and Steel Institute, inaug3
urated during the Code period, was also continued.
Resale price
maintenance was enforced after the Code as effectively as during that

1#

tesm 'zmm. (Washington,
2.

1941), p. 241.
Hearings Before the Temporary National

sections up-to-date*
p. 14222. A rate change does not beoozsu
effective as far as a company is concerned until it receives notifi
cation from the Institute.

period.

The failure of jobbers to comply with the established price#

resulted in their being virtually blacklisted.

The industry would

sell only to •recognised" jobbers mad the withdrawal of "recognition*

X
from a jobber usually meant bis imminent demise in business.
2
.
; ':
,
'
'
.
Mr. Burr stated before the Temporary Rational Economic Committee that
the Memphis area was investigated with regard to M a c k and galvanised
pipe sold by jobbers.

Jobbers in Memphis bought their supplies from

the United States Steel Corporation, from Bethlehem Steel Corporation,
from the Wheeling Steel Corporation, Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company,
Jones & Laughlln Steel Corporation, and from a couple of warehousemen
in addition.

Jobbers stated that they themselves bad nothing to do

whatever with their own selling prices, for these prices were made
and modified on notice from the manufacturers to them.

All changes

from time to time were announced to these jobbers by each steel ooa3
paxy, effective on the same identical date.
Activity in the steel industry fluctuated during the years
1935-1939. Up to 1936 there had been no real recovery, for in 1935
■
"
' ^ - '
4
the steel industry operated at only 48 per cent of capacity.
From
July, 1936, to March, 1937, however, there was a short boom in

1.
2.
3.

f. H. E. C „ Monograph #22,
Attorney for the Federal Trade
Hearings Before the T. H. S. C,,

January 2, 1936, Vol. 137, p. 45.

1937, until June, 1938, there was a definite recession in business
activity.

Recovery commenced in June and continued to the end of. the

■b „ S f e m f e Eite.

•,

-.

During the period just reviewed, price changes, roughly

cor

responding to the chEmges in business activity, were being made in the
industry.

In May, 1936, a price increase covering certain products was

-111-

Another increase followed In Kovoaber, effective in December. It
was the result, Mr. Fairless stated, of the increase in wage rates,
(both direct and through the granting of vacations with pay) and the
1
increase in the price of materials.
According to Mr. Robert Gregg,
president of the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad Company, these in
creased prices did not cover the full amount of the increased costs, for
he said that officials did not want to increase prices to such an ex•

2

tent that they night affect adversely the increasing volume of business.
There were no general price reductions during the recession of
1937-4938, though; Mr. Fairies# testified that the United States Steel
Corporation made substantial reductions in prices during the last half
of 1937 in order to meet competition,

these took the form of con

cessions to individual buyers, for no changes were made in the published
base prices.
suddenly.

He aaid that the Corporation could not reduce price*

The market was fluctuating, and hence it did not know exact

ly where to put them.

Moreover, sudden action would have harmed those

customers who had loaded up at the higher prices.

Inasmuch as the

Corporation1s economists bad advised it that the country was not headed
for another depression, it felt that it would be better not to reduce
the baea prices but to make individual negotiations.

Then when it con

sidered that the price level had reached bottom it could officially
announce lower prices.

Sr.

did not believe a reduction1
2

1. Ibid., p. 10491.
2. This admission is interesting in view of the fact that spokesmen
for the United states Steel Corporation usually deny such a relation
ship between changes la prices and changes In demand.

prevailing price was

a

in

2

U

Of

Mr.
He said that the record of the
steel prices in 1937 ran
to 28
were 15 per cent
labor costs justified this

in prices

level*.

c.
By June 24, 1938,
would decline no further, for on that date

traditional differentials

1.

His definition of a fair price is one that
to the company, permits It to pay good wages.

,within the industry and if
holders. Hearings Before the f. H. E. C., Part 19,
Industry. General Price Policies, p. 10526.
2 . 1 b i d . . p. 10506.
3. Repre
4.

Hearings Before the T. M. B. C., Part 19. Iron and

costa constituted from 40 to 50 per
p. 10528.
5* A

a
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1
get Into southern and western territory-

The cablegram to Hr. Myron

2
C. Taylor

In Paris, announcing these reductions, stated that now

prices were at the same level or lower than those in 1928.
'

'

~

■"■-

>

-

-

It said
■.

further that they were reduced to meet ccsapetitlve conditions and with
the hope that they would stimulate a demand for steel products,
writer for Fortune

k

agreed that these reasons were valid, but added

that the Corporation unquestionably acted with the coming monopoly in4
vestigatim at Washington in view.
^
Action by the other steal companies soon followed the announce
ment of the United States Steel Corporation.

Mot only did they meet

the reduced prices, but many companies began the quotation of base
prices, especially for flat-rolled products like sheets, strip and
plates, at their own mills.

The result was a substantial increase in

the number of basing points as well as an increase in the base prices
5
identical with those quoted at Pittsburgh.
The number of basing points

i* 1935 and in 1939 for selected steel products is shown on page H4» 1
2
1. "What Is a Steel Price?® Fortune. October, 1938, p. 45. According
to this article this was one of the objects the Corporation had in
view. Its resources were well developed in the Chicago region and it
no longer felt the need for the higher prices that had aided the
smaller independents in the area..
2. Then president of the United States Steel Corporation.
3* Mr. Fairless did not believe these, reductions were an important
factor in the increased demand during 1938s Hearings Before the T. M»
B. C., Part 19, pp. 10517-10520.
4* "What Is a Steel Price?*, p. 94* The Temporary National Economic
Committee began its hearings a little more than a year later. One of
its main objectives was the investigation of price rigidities in
American industry.
.
5* Hearings Before the 1. 23. E. 0., Part 18, Iron and Steel Industry
Iron Ore. (Washington, 1939), p. 1 0 0 3 . In those products for which
they were basing points, differentials were retained at Pacific Ports,
Gulf Ports, Granite City, Illinois} Worcester and Duluth. Chicago
continued a differential on cold-rolled steel. Loo, clt.
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1. Pacific Ports not included la »Iroa Age.*
.
2. Duluth, Galveston a n d .Xotm^ytora not incluued in *li*on Age.”
•
3* Duluth, Pacific Ports and Worcester not included in *Iro» Age.*
4. Includes six se^mr&te Gulf Ports* Pour bases (Anderson, Indiana;
Mobile, Alabama} Lake Charles, I^uxsianaj and Corpus Christie, Texas)
are for-merchant .wire only*
;
§• Listed by this company as bars and snail shi-pos*
6. Buffalo not included in "Iron Age.*
7. Hamilton, Chip} Jackson, Ohio; and Sharpsville, Pennsylvania not in
cluded in "Iron Ags.* Chicago and Gary are. counted as on* basing point.
Gulf and Pacific Ports arc counted ns one basing point each except for
plain wire during the b. R. A*. It was 3Ufzested .that the rliacrc^iancies
betrcea the "Iron
the-steel companies* report on busing; points
were due to the fact that that is and whet is not a basing point i»
largely a natter of managerial sal-:o policy.
• t

points for hot-rolled

policy in 1936, 1937, and 1938 because its conditions were the seme ##
those of the United States Steel Corporation.

He thought the prices

published in June, 1938, were a good thing because they gave a hotter

during the first part of 1937 and the first part of 1938 Bethlehem had
found it difficult to secure the base price because of competition,
and had been forced to deviate from it in many instances,

the greater

21

1. Hearings Before the $. N. E. 0., Part 19, Iron and Steel Industry.
Q m s r & l toss. Zs&lsW., PP« 10611-32. A writer at the time, however,
said that Bethlehem took this action in retaliation, in order to limit
the territory of the United States Steel Corporation, for this same

sheets at lounge town, Middletown, and Cleveland respectively.
a Steel Price?", fortune, October, 1938, p. 45.
'*
?P* AW?©/—
price reductions had evidently
weeks prior to June 24, in reply to
gested price reductions, he
was feasible. He gave as hie

a

*Ibat

le
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I

extenslvo changes were m d e la the extras charged hy the steel iadustay#
In the hearings before the temporary National Economic Committee,
1
■
Mr. Feller made the statement that the June reductions in base prices
were offset to a great extent by the increase in extras that had been
made the month before.

Mr. Fairless challenged this statement for

the claims of the Corporation officials had been that the result on the
whole was a lowering of price.

He stated that extensive changes were

made to bring the extras and deductions up to date with the use of the
continuous mill process of manufacturing sheets and other flat-rolled
3
products.
When the new extras were applied to the old base prices,
however, the net price was increased in some instances.

Since the

company wished to maintain a proper relationship between the various
products, it reduced the base prices on the products affected.

So

important did the Corporation consider these changes, that before they
were made, Mr. Adams, vice-president of the Baited States Steel Cor
poration of Delaware, made a study in consultation with representatives
from most of the steel companies in the industry.

Mr. Adams said that

this group gave a great deal of consideration to costs (Baited States
Steel Corporation costs) but that their real object was to simplify
and reduce the state of confusion surrounding extras because of the
different number of sizes, the same name for different products and
similar difficulties.

They eliminated some of the extras, but as far

1. Special Assistant to the Attorney-General.
—
—
2. Hearings Before the I. ». K. C., Part 19,
S W L W m & Z ,
General Price Policies, p. 10576.
3. The charges in use before May, 1938, were based on the old hand
mills.

• . . .■

-

: 1,

.

#
if':
M
Mon.

F irl

d M

'%e&

F6U

1

to

th Ir

On

Mr. Fairless* argument that in the majority of oases the
M

i

did sot offset the reductions la the base prices. **
.
' -■ :
■ .. .... '
.■
:■ •
action of the other steel companies at the time of the reductions is
bs

»ther indication that they
it.
D. Ste,
• ■ 2
This Committee was

-

_•

_

.

• ..,

.

'■

'

'

■_. .

.-

;

.

:

in, and flnawiial control over, production and distribution of
.
*
" ■: '
'
:. "V\
and services.
To facilitate this, the Committee had studies
■'
'
■
:1
.

..

.

.

' : . .1•.
■

. -

. .

■ -

.

..
.

- v-:..
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•nggeeti.cn that C o n g r e M acted.
had long been alarmed

at the

grosing concentration of industry in the

hands of a fee large producer.,
noaopolietio,

a. eridenced

Iccnmtieti and certain political leaders

bf

thla trend they b o H e r e d to be definitely
the infletible prieee of the product,

so controlled both before and during the depression.
products(and certaln consumersv goods), on
duced under coopetltive

Agricultural

the other band,

are pro-

conditions, and as tiielr prices fall the {nap

chasing power of the farmer with regard to industrial products is de.

creased, because the latter*s prices tend to be rigid.

...

.

This reduces

the demand for industrial products and curtails production, which in
turn leads to unemployment and further reduction of consumer purchasing
power.

If industrial prices were responsive to changes in demand they

would fall when demand decreased, and the balance between industrial
and agricultural prices would soon be restored, arresting the spiral of

TI Monopoly always denotes the existence of a considerable measure of
unified control over the supply of a definite commodity in a specific
market. 1. M. B. C., huuograph #
2
1
.
S H 4 JjaamSll j *

requirements, and the sellers m i n t a i n prices through collusive action.
2. According to the definition by Dr. de Chaseau competititm implies
that the individual seller is so small a factor in the market that in
his pricing, selling, and control of output, he does not need to and
does not taka into consideration the effect of his policy on his rivals.
Rather he judges his output with relation to his own cost situation and
with relation to the market price, f. H. R* C. Hearings, Part 19,
p. 10473. Competition may be imperfect in that it does rot satisfy All
the requirements for pure competition, but it may still be effective
or workable if it offers buyers real alternatives, sufficient to
enable then, by, shifting their purchases from one seller to another,
substantially to influence quality, service, and price. ,f« M. E. C.,
Monograph #21, j ^ f t y j & Q R api KQfiftaatalB, A m w l M R M a t t e , , p. 8*

studies
1
degree of inflexibility, and that the basing point system is a
polls tic devise, adversely affecting the public interest.

of the Committee gives certain indicators of monopoly which it believed
arc present in the steel industry*„ Those include the following:
(1) the shipping In of steel from outside mills

mills at a

location are running part-time; (2) the shipping in of steel from outside mills when supply at a certain location
and there are no cost differentials; (3) the cross-hauling of identical
products; (4) identical or close bids on delivered steel from mills at
different distances from the buyer, unless differences in costs of pro
duction can explain the fact.

The Commission reiterated its opinion

expressed in its Report to the President in 1934 that it believed that

1. One example given was the fact that steel rails delivered to the
railroads at the mills, sold for $28 a ton from May, 1901, until April,
1916, and at $43 a ton from October, 1922, until October, 1932.
1. h . b . o „ Monograph # 21 , s m s m m j M M e m W z M
Indue try, p. 152*
2. Hearings Before the T. H. E. C., Part $, Monopolistic Practices in

cases the bids received are identical, regardless of the location of
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1
Hr. Fetter declared in his testimony that the baaing point
practice ia the most successful single device that large American busi
ness in these homogeneous products has hit upon in the last seventy-five

2
years.

Is did not state in shat respects he considered the basing

point system to be the most successful device employed by the steel in
dustry.

Presumably its long use and relative immunity from the law led

him to make his conclusion.

He too believed that if there were no bas

ing point system and no delivered prices the effect would be to decen
tralise industry, as well as to tend to decentralise the control of
industry to a considerable extent,

this would make collusive prices

3 .
more difficult, if not impossible, to maintain he asserted,

$-

F, o. b, mill prices would tend to decentralise the steel Industry#
Producers could not pay the transportation costs of their products, and
hence could not absorb freight in order to reach distant markets, fheir
market, consequently, would be limited to those consumers who were
nearer their mill than they were to a competitor**, unless there was s
considerable difference in the base prices of the two mills,

tent that new producers entered the field.

guah

a

If the number of producers

anintaia, for it is always harder to maintain uniformity of action when
the number involved is large.

Inasmuch as the steel industry requires

1. Formerly Professor of Economics, lale University.
2. Hearings Before the t. H. E. C., Part 5,
Indumtries, p. 1939.
3. m i . , p. 1937.

in

in the field wonld he

If the £. o, b. Bill

to be set at high enough levels to
territory and lessens the
tribution.

All of this is

for high prices deprive the
ing power.

He declared that

subsidy granted by the public to
industries using the

Another practice of the

in-transit*

This means that Steel

intermediate point for fabrication,
to a noro distant point.
mill to the
..;

ifass*,,
3.

The privilege is

.

;

f

»

1
Stop-off privilege.

. ■

-

vi

^

*

:

2
this privilege was first established in control freight

assooia-

and Toledo, Ohio, upon a freight equality with the plant of the

3

Although originally the practice w e probably justified, its use
now is questionable.

For one thing it may make it more advantageous

for a fabricator to order his steel from a mill located at some dis
tance from his plant, rather than from one nearby, because of the low
through rate permitting him to save a substantial amount of the cost of

4
shipping the fabricated product to the job.

This involves unnecessary

shipping and probably a good deal of cross-hauling.
More important, however, is the fact that it places Pacific
Coast fabricators at a great disadvantage with those la the
4".

Hearings Before the T. M. E. C., Part 20, iJS&j

the Mississippi
aington, 1
3. The latter was in Pittsburgh rate territory, and
total transportation charge
at Amhridge.
Tilth ftesbeot
November 30,
4. T. 8. E.
(Washingids,

M
to
193
0.,
_ _
1940), P* 307.

H*> Krnre

4m

PV-» 4 run

(for oteel that

frt+, »ic>

to Chicago), plus *

cost of

legal, even though it 1

1. Pacific Coast fabricators are already at a disadvantage because
their price is built up on a delivered price which reflects a combina
tion of rail delivery and water delivery charges, according to

1935, the Code waa
r

fabri'
Of great aignlficance
the steel industry that was

sent to all of the steel companies.

Form

A

Questionnaire asked for in

formation on tonnage of shipments only for eighteen products in each of
the years 1936, 1937, and 1938.

for the

1.

Twelve of the large companies re-

ting of

Hearings Before the t. H. E. 0., Fart 27,

e e t M S f l a r s r

"

laid that the geographical dim1939, might be considered fairly

years 1936, 1937, and 1938.
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Separate reports
products,

as

well, as

basis of their location and in terms of their capacity*

Individual

plants did not report on every one of the tea selected products for
which they had capacity, but only on a selected number for which they
were judged especially important.

e

In bis summary of this questionnaire before the Committee, Dr.
de Chaseau stated that a comparison of computed base prices with the

■mire.

Ho believed

drastic in sheets and

that bad
fall of 1938.

He cited as

and plates for the home

——

reporting plants in that month varied in general conformity with their
bur
#%'we
hut. accounted for from 66. per cent of all shipments in the ease of

areas for more detailed analysis.

they did no

for the benefit of

related to the relative
^

-

,

.#52.

The 1939 output of 766,339
in terse of tonnage, but its

This study found that

r W#

latter are frequently very exacting. The
for
in 1939

totalling 3,101,981 tons.

1. j m - , p p . 14141 -42 *
2. The mill net return ref
portatton
3* T. H. E* C«,
(Washington, 1941), p. 23.

1
as that on a ten-ton order.
Heavy structural shapes ranked sixth with a R u c t i o n of 2,677,967
'/
.
'
'
- -»

to™

in 1939.

They are o o n e u M d Is

aa ooiiatraction
tutors.

contraotorc,

™=y ralatlTely wall

labrlcatora. Jobber.,

aueh

l*y«*

dealer., and dlatrl-

Their base price remained conpcrttlvely constant, but the

net return on a very

till

large ehipnent »ta aoaeehat higher than that on n
2
■

moderately snail purchase.

....

1

Hot-rolled sheets are
their production in 1939 totalling 9,978,637 toms.

They are used for

many tilings, and are purchased hy both large end small buyers.

The

price declines in the mill net return and in the base price were about
midway between the decline of those items purchased by many relatively
3
small buyers and those subject to extremely concentrated buying power.
Wire rods rank next to sheets la importance, their production in
1939 being 3,680,297 tons.
of large buyers.

Their market is dominated by a small number

There were extensive price declines in the mill set

return, with large purchases yielding almost 35 per cent less than
small ones.

The base price registered a marked decrease is the upper .
4
t^^onsL^^e classes
.
. .*
.
..
Gold-rolled sheets, with a production in 1939 of 3,071,498 tons,

rank fourth.

They are used by the automobile and house equipment

i*,- P» 9»
:/ '
.'
'jpn •JlUrt"
' .-« •
*
•
•» • •"
17. «ie analysis of the mill sets of the above four
products

4.

im*> -p» u .

■

:

tiutt of wire rods.

eMee*

:

In the smaller

The explanation offered

.

■

,

•

.

'

••

A production of 1,826,6*6
tttu

Its market is

of over 35 per cen

*J*5

to the study, to a

*

''

dollars to one dollar a ton.
.

3
12 per cent.
it emie found that a
cline in the mill net return was the
■

..
»

K. 0., Monograph

f e t S -

■■

fU,

5
vitv
rrm^nr

irlsT
'f-'"

g
I'''" ^

-

•
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of the atu^y was

to reduce

mills near to

This

tory# as far as
public as

(of

out of the field altogether*

1.
* p. 25 .
2*
# P# 33*
3.
of
$145.41.

price,
p. 26.

T. H,

to pay for »
the s
this

-130-

the study stated. In aalntelnlng eoneentraUon of «onoaic eontrol one.
1

Hoverthelesa, this discrlndnatltm is significant is an industry

course.

S

were operating at a profit were probably loath to discontinue the
practice,

this price cutting did not benefit the public greatly since

commanded

and three dollar testa*

rendered.

Ibid., p. 4*

consumer funds absorbed, pay rolls.

other

that

be iUegel,

It said it realised that such system# have resulted im

Xbid»■
3-*5»
2*
covered to a level of 121 la 1937.
par cent of 1929 levels* la 1937,
dus trial history, due primarily to
3. la 1929 the index stood at
la 1933,
p» 26*
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the uaecomMBic and ofte» wasteful location of plant equlpaent.

Ibolr

abolition, therefore, tiwuld provide for a trlef period of time for the
industries to make

restoration of competitive conditions in industries employing basing
.point systems.

E.

It believed that the long-run gain to the public interest

Jhe Pnited States gteel te^ratloft ^tu^los.

Sm 1939, just before the Temporary national Economic Committee be
gan its hearings on the steel industry, the United State# Steel Corpora
tion completed a series of studies in preparation for these hearings.
Xm them the Corporation made its own analysis of the steel industry, de
fending it against the criticisms commonly directed against it.
One study analysed the conditions of supply and demand in the in
dustry, namely that*
1.

The demand for steel is marked by tremendous cyclical
fluctuations*

2.

The total demand for steel is inelastic.

DoflBfiSfiefi rreat notential' olnstlcitv*
4«
5.

toe cost structure is marked by eubatantial flaced cost.
'
•
2
/ •
Producers aiv> relatirely few in a m b e r .

KmmmAkUsm &LJte Xmsamz mw^mX Eesaomia
CMIBF1^tf*uffr Senate Document Stusber 35, 77th Ctmgrees, First Session,
(Washington, 1941), p. 33.
,
2* § s m ImtiOIM. M B & m s t e S t m m l , w . t e d States Steel Corporation
Study, 1939, pp. 1-2.
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As aa example of the first it cited the fact that during the week of
April 26, 1937, the ingot output was at 92.3 per cent of capacity, while
during the week of December 27, 1937, it stood at but 19.2 per cent of

fluctuated between. 22*4 per cent and 62.6 per cent.

During the week of

July 3, 1939, it stood at 38.5 per cent; by August 28 it had reached 63
1
per cent and by October 16 of that year was at 90.3 per cent.

2
the total demand for steal is inelastic,
3
of the derived nature of
substitutes for basic steel products, and
for which steel nay be substituted.

It declared that not only does steel

as a raw material

4
a rather inelastic demand for their products.
To prove this point it analysed the demand for steel by its im5
portent consumers. In the container industry, steal (mainly la the form
of tin plate) is the principal raw material in the production of tin

1. ab&mslm gate!

aasMag, asl&maA.

Industry. United States Steel Corporation Study,
2. Elasticity of demand refers to the effect on the quantity taken
following an increase or
elasticity, of one means that
crease) by the earn*
A price elasticity of more than one means that a
in price will result in a relatively greater increase (decrease) in
the quantity taken than the amount of the price reduction. A price
elasticity of less than one means that a price reduction (increase)
will result in a relatively smaller Increase (decrease) in the quantity
taken than the amount of the price redaction (increase).
3. The demand for steal is the result of the demand for the products
made from steel.
,
4. 8°iw m t a r a i s M l fetojaf s t Steal, p- 8.
5. Third in importance in 1938.
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caas.

Since the cost of tin plate is ouch a small proportion of the coat
1
of the product packed in the can, and the demand for such products is

2
usually not very elastic,

the study believed that a reduction in the

3
steel.

■ . .
.. ■
•
■
.■ . ..
-' ............A
The same type of analysis saa applied to the automobile industry.

The factors determining the quantity of steel consumed, a study of the
automobile industry stated, are the number of cars produced, the quan
tity of steel used per car, and the production of replacement, parts and
equipment,

A change in the price of steel, it believed, could affect *

the number of automobiles sold only if it were passed on to the ultimate
consumer as a reduction in the price of cars.

Since the cost of steel

in a car is only 13 per cent of the f. o. b. price of the ear or a p p r e d mately to per cent of the delivered price, the study did not think
5
reduction In the price of steel would stimulate demand very much.

a.

1. About one-tenth of the retail price of representative food products
packed in tin containers,
.
2. Factors determining the demand for these food products, it stated,
ere consumer1s income, public tastes, and technical considerations, in
-&Li&SSMagfi:
Baited State#
3.
4#

Loo, cit.
*
*
the largest single consumer of steel,

ItalUd
p“
%
to per cent reduction in the price of automotive steel, if passed on to
the ultimate consumer, would lead to approximately a 1. 5 per cent in
crease in the consumption of steel directly attributable to increased
car sales, and possibly to a very slight additional incroaoe directly
attributable to increased weight per ear. Taking into consideration
these combined effects, it believed a
of automotive steel would probably not increase Its
increase the operating expenses and greatly reduce the net income of the
steel industry. Ibid., p. 23.

For the railroad industry a study declared that steel costs fora
1

a change in steel prices would have practically no effect in increasing
rail transportation by reducing Its cost to the ultimate consumer.

It

increase in the

the declining trend in the demand for rail transportation* the severe
depression in business, and the financial difficulties arising therefrom.
Consequently, it did not believe a reduction in steel prices would have
3
significantly altered the conditions arising from these forces.
4
A United States Steel Corporation study analysed the total de
mand for steel during the period 1919-1938, and came to the conclusion
that the best estimate of the elasticity of demand was approximately .3
5
or «4*
:,
Another study analysed the short-run influence of steel prices on
the quantities of steel bought during the period
October,1939.

from June,

1936, to

It stated that the changes in the level of steel buying

1. It stated that the period from 1923 to 1938 showed that expendi
tures for
,Tor Steel
th,e Railroad Industry. United States
Steel Corporation Study, (1939), p. 19.
2. Ibid., p. 20.
3. Ibid.* p. 19*
4# Made under
Statistics, University of Chicago.
5. A s t A t & g t l W tartYffta & £ J & & 3a§a&a& fas a w i *
united
States Steel Corporation Study, (1939), p. 2.

%y the

latod In

little
that the actual

the short
October of 1939

without B
u'^>

1937,

Corporatioa attributed to

1938,
May, 1939,

2

ditiona* that la, it

enter into the1

1. Prices in general were relatively low, but there was no
mke their

.

2

SSSli la the flojmd Xpr jateol jpi la BSSl
tea Steel CorporaU<m Study, (1939), PP» 3

in large quantities*

e

for.

X
but will not

total

1
steel#

m ile

it is

steel is not as responsive to slight changes in price as is the demand
for certain other goods, it is hard to believe that it is as unresponsi
as the Corporation studies concluded,

fhe type of analysis the studies

used could be applied to almost any product.

Very few of the raw

materials are used in their original state but are combined with other
materials to form a finished product.
for any raw material is a derived one.

In this sense, then, the demand
let high prices in general will

decrease purchases unless there is a corresponding increase in comsum
purchasing power.

Even though the steel industry may feel no lamedial

benefit from lower prices, in the long run it sight receive increased
business.

A lower price for steel requires a purchaser to spend less

for materials.
to spend

creased employment'and profits in these industries increase purchasing
poser,

A general increase in purchasing power will increase too demand
-

-

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

for the products which are made from steel.

-

- a,

.

.

This is assuming, of course,

that throughout the economy the benefits of lower prices are always
passed on, either in toe form of lower prices or increased dividends
which are spent by their recipients.
The Corporation, however, does not believe that an increased vol
ume of sales would compensate the reduction in prices, since the elasti
city of demand for steel is so low.

It stated that within toe range of

1938 material prices, involved in the shipment of each additional torn
remains constant at #55*T3e

This was true when production averaged as

•
•
■
. . .
high as 90*4 per cent of capacity and as low as 17.7 per cent.

:

‘

The

average cost# per ton, however, decrease as volume increases for the
1
fixed costs are spread over a greater number of tons.
The percentage
of fixed to total costs of the Corporation and its subsidiaries at
various rates of operation, under 1938 conditions, appears in toe
following table.

£.

Jtisa&aa
pp. 1-3*

10 per cent
20
*
■
30
•
•
40
*
■
58
*
*
60
*
*
70
* «
80
* »

57.2
43.9
35.8
30.1
26.0
22.9
20.4
18.5

90

*

*

16.8

100

»

«

15.4

Soarees §sm
M
JB
poration Study, (1939), p. 21.

lat&iBtry is operating at & low rate of capacity, it would seem that even
a
poration, however,
for steel, the

la

effects of the lower prices on profits.

It cited the following

figures (based on average 1938 prices) to prove this.

Reduction
in Price

—
1
5
IS
15
20

Increase in Volume
Required to Offset

Resulting Increase
in Volume (elasti-

;
-------------- gEteftJBagaaai-------- &ilau?£JJi--per
per
per
per
per

cent
cent
cent
cent
cent

3*4
19.6
48*8
96.7
190.3

per
per
per
per
per

cent
cent
cent
cent
cent

1.0
5.3
11*1
17.7
25.0

per cent
percent
percent
percent
per cent

One of the studies made for the Temporary Rational Economic Com
mittee stated that in February, 1939, when production was at approxi
mately 55 per cent of capacity, the percentage of fixed to total costs
according to the Corporation study was between 26 and 22*9 per cent.

and over 50 per cent.

Apparently producers were very anxious to in

crease their volume, and believed the additional orders worth sizeable

concessions.

This is inconsistent with the stand that a large increase

In volume would be needed to offset small price reductions.

This study

It cited
in 1935 of the effects of varying

of this survey
from 20 to 25»

in 1935, a period before the adoption of the continuous process rolling
adll tms widespread. • It In believed that this new process has probably

if data

a still acre su
Sr. Martin Taitel

stated that by his own

—

a*

T

steel cos

2

.

3.
lines.

Adnlnistratlt
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of refined ecaaoaetrice,* but of little use to the Committee as e
1

profit curve (January 4, 1940, the Iron

Axe)

based upon his eanmination

ef production-profit data of two large steel companies, both integrated
and both makers of practically all types of steel.

According to this

analysis, the rate of profit per additional ton of output increases
rapidly between roughly 45 per cent of capacity and about 80 per cent
of capacity.

Above the 80 per cent level there is only a very small

profit per additional ton of output until a rate of capacity somewhere
around the 90 per cent level is reached; after this point a loss is

2
associated with each additional ton to full capacity.

Below a rate of

45 per cent of capacity losses increase very slowly as operations are
reduced to about 20 per cent of capacity and then increase sharply as
3

1. Ibid., p* 13709* Dr. Interna, under whose direction the Corporation#s
study was made, told the Committee that the studies were not a guide to
pricing policy. They only attempted to present a description of how
costs
tempted to describe
with the price of steel to give
effects of a change in the price of steel upon the quantity sold and
upon the profits and losses of a
Steel Corporation. Hearings Before the t. 8. E. C.,
& W L M a t e * m i W
.'
UtiJtef (Washington, 1940), p.
2. Mr.
put into
ly trained for precision operations. Lippert, f. 1., "Steel,* fhe Iron
AfiSL, January 4, 1940, Vol. 145# p* 75.
3. Hearings Before the f. Ji. E. C., part 26, Iron And Steel Industry.

M W m w St9*l C<aaaatf« aWlea, W&mmA&smM* p. 13695.
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s consl<^mitile Inoentlvw, la the form of increased profits* to increase
his volume tiy lowering prices, if this analysis is correct.
Dr. de Chaseau agreed with the Corporation that a greater elasti
city of demand than any contemplated by a student of the problem would
1
be required to make a policy of price reduction profitable.
His
general conclusion, however, was that as & criterion of pricing policy
for the industry itself, the price elasticity of demand measured by
Dr. Interna is inadequate.

good.

His reason for this mas that Dr. Interna

Moreover, the demand elasticity is likely to vary from

state of the business cycle,
3
another stage, he said*
price elasticity neglected the impact of price
4
curve, despite the fact that the latter is

important for pricing

policy than the price elasticity at any given time.

Dr. Interna* s

analysis assumed that all other things w e n

1* Ibid., p. 13631*
2* The demand for producer* e goods is likely to vary with profit ex
pectations as well as the suitability of substitution. Dr. de Chaseau
stated. Hearings Before the $* N. B. C., Part 26 , Iron and Steel
Industry. United States Steel Corporation Studiosf Prices and Cents,
p. 1363$.
3• Loo, olt.
4* A shift in the demand curve means an increase in the quantity that
will be taken at the same price (or a decrease)* Ibid., p. 13&37.

toon*

Irreapectiv® of

believed that the prices of

dusfcrlal activity

out that the

associated

and la the volume of

ffee
•?
cus&tions that the
dltiona.

the studies claimed that Ida

13638-39.
3. Hearings Before tiie f. H*
Dnlted States Steel Corporation
4.

RwkK
p., 32.

Maaaa si. ,

that

If
Is

bo

proof that the
fact that

a specific market the prices of all
Over a wide area, however,
the

with the
Her does it admit
lag point system;
follow along on the

t it
basing points at his
point mo

— —

.fit:

1.

2

P» 35*

— —

Individually with the producers as do private buyers, and since sealed
bids are eventually published a producer is reluctant to quote a price
that he may have to make applicable to every ton of similar steel sold.
Moreover, the Corporation does not believe that uniformity of sealed
bids is the general rule.

It said that of the Government awards for

steel products during 1938 and the first quarter of 1939 only about
16.5 per cent in value went by lot; 80 per cent went to the lowest bid1
der and 3.5 per cent on a basis other than price,
the Corporation admits that steel prices are relatively stable or
inflexible as compared to the prices of agricultural products and other
consumers1 goods, but it states that inflexibility is characteristic
of the prices of durable goods, resulting from relatively inflexible
ousts, proportionately high overhead charges and inflexibility of de
mand.

It argues further that no evidence has been brought forward to

prove that greater flexibility would be more advantageous to steel users
or to the community as a whole.

Indeed, it believes on element of

stability is essential from the point of view of the buyer of steel,
since he must plan his own production and his own prices for advanced

2

•

■

'

periods of time.

31*

jjApthod

Quoting Delivered Prio## la

JS&MdL

Industry, p. 34# let according to the Corporation1s earlier expressed
belief, in a competitive market these bids would have tended to be the
2. Ibid., p. 45# Stability in prices may be desirable if it results
from the harmony of all the economic factors. However, perfectly stable
prices would sake no allowance for any reductions in coats that might
be achieved. When a single industry accomplishes this object it usually
means the elimination of effective price competition.
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It makes the further claim that, the effect of the basing point
method upon flexibility of steel prices cannot be measured accurately
because it is not known what prices would have been had the tasing point
system not developed.
fine Corporation does not adnit that its prices are too high, as
the Federal Trade Commission and other critics claim.

To substantiate

its stand it quoted the National Recovery Administration1a Report,
which concluded that the steel prices had declined relatively to other
prices over a long period.

It also points out that net return on capital................

1action has not been excessive.

^

,

■■

..

,

It claims that price reductions have

occurred in steel along with tremendous improvements in the quality.
For example, the average base price of sheets has been reduced approxi
mately 30 per cent in the last fifteen years* it states, and its ser
vice properties have been tremendously improved.

The introduction of

stainless steel has considerably reduced upkeep and replacement coats
because of its long life.
The Corporation also explained its reasons for act quoting a price

i- Ite gasias ZaM lefeai of te S ls s b§Mx<kM Zs I sm M

SMsl

Industry, p. 45.
2. The average for the four years 1927-1930 was less than 5 per cent
on actual Investment. In the case of the United States Steel Corpor
ation, the ratio of earnings to total assets, leas current liabilities,
averaged approximately 3.4 per cent during the period from 1920-1938.
Ibid., pp. 42-43.
3• I m r p v e d S i y A t x s £ Steel as a frice £educ£lm. United States Steel
Corporation Study, (1939)» p. 1.
4* Ibid., p. 6. These are but two examples of the numerous ones oited
by the Corporation. It stated that in general the quality of all steel
products today is far more uniform, dependable and better suited to the
needs of the users than fifteen years ago, the result of general im
provements in steelmaking. Ibid., p. 14.
/

based upon the cost

quantity of steel for a barge load; that water transportation is slower
than rail, and buyers are not always willing to wait for water delivery#
Furthermore, facilities may not be available at destination for econom
ical

navigation by reason of climate or flood conditions present transporta
tion hazards uncertain in time or effect which prevent sound business
determinations with respect to future delivery#

Moreover, other mill#

would meet the reduced price and by offering quick delivery by rail
1
would compel the mill to ship by rail.
These reasons may be valid enough in stressing the advantages of
rail transportation, but when shipment is actually made by water it is
hard to see why actual costs of water transportation cannot bo charged.
If they are higher than the rail charges, then there is no reason to
ship by water.

The fact that some shipments are made by water indi

cates that some advantage must result, and this should be reflected in
the charge#
The Corporation* s attitude toward truck transportation is also
revealed in the studies.

i.

i n

It stated that only a small percentage of

B i » t e gate! m & W a K

M

SSosl
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freight absorption (sonstimes because of the 65 per cent allowance la
of the

of trucks are usually higher than railroad loading costs, and delivery
1
to trucks involves inconvenience and loss of time.
In this instance am la the case of water transport, there does not
seem to be any good reason why charges for truck hauls should not be
based on the actual costs, rather than on the rail rate.

prefer delivery by tail.

If transports-

The advantage to the steel companies of the

all-rail rate is that it insures uniformity in computing transportation
charges.

outside of Pittsburgh, since mills away from Pittsburg* realised a
higher net return on sales in their immediate territory than did
Pittsburgh mills.

In fact, it stated that available statistics indi

cate that Pittsburgh declined in relative importance as a producing

2
center during the Pittsburgh Plus period and subsequently.

It is true

that non-basing point mills derive an advantage through the collection
of ’’phantom freight.*

This advantage, however, does not benefit the

steel fabricators or the ultimate consumer, since it makes their prices
higher than necessary.

1.
2*

Ibid., pp. 72-73.
Ibi£L ,P. 47.

In the long ran the non-basing point mills suffer

tout the latter can and do Invade their territory.

In addlUtm, the

higher prices restrict the w r i s t of the fabricators In the vicinity of
the non-baaing point mill, which reduces that mill* a voluno.

Steel pro-

ductlon developed outside Pittaburgh as a rule because of the advantages
of location.
the Corporation cited Edward Chamberlin*e criteria of .imperfect
1
■
>
competition in order to prove further that the steal industry is a com
petitive one.

It abated that profits in the steel industry are not ex-

2
cessive,

since from 1919-1928 the average return on investment was 5JL

per cent;

£rm

1929-1938 the average return was 2*4 per cent.

the yearn 1929-1937.

For the

It declared that steel capacity is not excessive*

3

the industry does not have excessive distribution costa.

In a study of

the selling costs of 312 manufacturers made in 1931 the iron and steel

were but 19.0 per cent of net sales, while the costa of other industries
ran as high as 38.6 per cent,

textiles, with 9.2 per cent, ranked the

1. these are excessive profits, excessive production capacity, and ex
cessive selling costs.
2. there seems to be general agreement on this point, the rate of re
turn for selected steel companies for the years 1927-1938 is shown cm
page 151. Although the larger companies showed relatively email returns
on the whole, some of the small companies earned a high rate of return
on their Investment, this does much to refute the claim of the ad
vantages of else.
3m If this capacity did not exist, it is argued that prices would soar
when demand increased greatly, since construction of new plants would
involve time.

TABLE VIII.
RATE OF R E T O M 08 INVESTED CAPITAL* 1927-1938
SELECTED STEEL AND IRQ* CORPORATIONS

i 9 B .i m ,
Steel
Bethlehem Steel (Delaware)
Byers (A,#.) Co.
Castle (A. *.) & Co.
Crucible Steel

Keystime Steel k

Wire

Steel

16.3
6.6
4*5
8.3
10.2
5.3
9.1
6.2
13.1
6.3

22,5
5.9
5*0
9.0
15.5
5.2
UU9
8.1
154
11.0

23.1
8,2
74
7.8
17.3
7.4
13.7
30.1
13.4,
11.3

4.7
-0.9
12.9
8.7
4.5
3.2
5.5

4.7
2.2
13.5
4.7
5.7
1.1
6.9

3.3
2.6
13.5
6.6
9.6

3.3
-3.7
6.6
7.9
4.9

li.*6

fl

84
1.8
4*6
4.6
74
3*8
8.1
4*5
7*1
W

4.0
*0.7
1.1
04
4.1,
4 4
3.6
4.94.1
-2.5

im. .m s , .

(U. 9.7 10.2 18.3
6.2
0*2
0.5
3.3
1.2
*"i#y 4 . 3
1.8
4 4
-5.3 - 4 4 .4 . 9
8.0
-3.3
94
2.3
4.8
0.7 11.9
04
2.3
-14
5.9 10.4
-2.8
1 4 -0.7
-4.0
4 , 1 i'leS 13*8 1 3 4
-6.8
94
44

19.6 15.8
34
7.0 4 . 9
7.6
3.2
5.8
1.9
0.3 - 4 4
4*9
4.6
124 19#
3.5 ' 4 J L -1.8
8.6
11.6 1 0 .0
4.6
3
4
14
I 6 .9 1 3 4 -1.8
8.5 -1.6
8.3

sSl/shi
Superior Steel

Be
0. S. Steel
1 %

, Temporary

M
M
-6.3 -9.5
-4.0 -13.1
m , # ' -3.6

-0.7
0.5
-3.2 -3.8
-7.1 -2.6
-0.2 -2.4

0.2
2.5
-2.9
3.5

iH
4.5
9.4

33 111:?
-1.2

-4.6

-2.0

0.9

7.1

r

tv/

2.6
-6.9

1:513
14:3

3.1

Waticmal Cwmitt.. Mo^ g r . p h >12, ...- ..(Wellington,
'La.
>n, 1941)i
it
==ss

-r

6.5
7.0

7.8

7 :0
1 .1

T

■

United States Steel Corporation and its subsidiaries
1
cent of net sales.

only 3.1 per

.
Is a competitive one

providing better materials to be used by other industries to
that it has materially

of the nation.
Critics of

IMS

.

. % --

policies and the accusatlcm that

-^

of the industry
of the basing point system.

1. Ssm. ImSma. l a m
2 . I M d . » PP» 32-35.

m & m

js£

pp*
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alteraative source

factors are

vertialng»

Steel ccanpanles advertise extensively in. i m a and steel

trade journals.

In addition they employ large staffs of salesmen mho

visit old and prospective customers frequently.

Occasionally such sales

men offer concessions in price in order to make a sale.

Such pries cut

ting usually occurs in periods of depression; an exception was the era
of price cutting ftom 1937 to 1939.

It is doubtful if this price cut

ting would have continued, however, even had the rearmament program not

steel industry to pursue, and new price agreements usually terminate
it.
•

‘

By its very nature the steel industry can never fulfill the rerequirements necessary for pure or even effective competition.

It will

because the equipment for the manufacture of steel requires a heavy
capital outlay.

Since each producer controls a considerable part of

the total output, the prices of any one producer have a great amount of
influence upon the pricing policies of the other producers.

If any one

producer attempts to Increase his volume of business by cutting prices
his competitors will soon meet his price reductions, and a ruinous price
war is apt to result.

The prices may be pushed beyond the point where

they can contribute something to overhead costs,

the weaker producers

will be eliminated at a great loss of investment,

those producers re-

these conditions furnish a

is not necessary for one price to prevail in a market; in fact, under
conditions of competition there will be but one price for a certain
product in a specific market.

result of competitive factors.

Conditions in the steel industry, however,

If they were there would be no necessity

for the elaborate system of published base prices, extras and freight
charges that all steel producers follow.

Such a system is necessary la

order to enable steel producers to widen their markets artificially.
Since transportation costs are such

a

large proportion of the total costs

of finished steel, a producer would not be able to sell his products
over the entire United states were it not for high base prices and
standardized methods of computing freight charges.

This maintenance of

when adjustments to demand are necessary, rather than by the lowering
of prices*
The public, nevertheless, must be protected against this exercise
of monopoly power, regardless of its economic origin.

If the deter-

is no

and control of the steel Industry.

It night leave the ownership In

private hands but subject steel prices to regulations In nuch the sane
manner as railroad rates are now regulated.

It might allow the reten

tion of the basing point system in a modified form but subject steel
prices to supervision.

Finally, it might require that steel prices be

quoted f. o. b. the mill, but otherwise not subject the industry to
regulation.

-'

With the profit motive eliminated, it would be difficult to secure com

over, if the plants failed to show a profit the tax payors would h a w
to assume the burden of the deficit, since operations would have to be
continued.

The task of managing ouch a large industry would involve

great administrative responsibility with the ever-present danger of
political interference.

are regulated is also not practicable.

as a

Government regulation of zail-

to regulate steel prices.

Even if a capable board rere in charge, the

miles

As &

promise

areas of steel production at the expense of new ones.

The abolition of

the companies) of the respective mills and by prohibiting arbitrary
differentials.

Operating companies would be required to furnish data

on their costs to the supervising agency.

The Federal Trado Cosnission

could exercise this supervision, since its chief function is to

safeguard the public

la relation to costs, or if it found evidences of discrimination against
the smaller consumers, it could earn the offending companies.

If con-

study of the situation and recommend to Congress any further regulation
it considered necessary.

t

As long as any elements of the basing point system remain, however,
there will always be injustices to consumers.

Under the group-mill base

system consumers would still have to bear the burden of "phantom freight,0
and freight absorption, as well as the hi^i distribution costs resulting
from the wasteful practice of cross-hauling.

These costs would neees-

sist that a fair price is one that enables it to secure a reasonable
return on its investment.

Moreover, production would continue at rein-

should. be quoted on a basis of f. o. b. the mill.

justly should be.

supply are
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1%

la doubtful, however, if the f* o. b. system of pricing would

decentralise the steel industry to the extent the federal Trade Com
mission believes it would.

Since it takes more than four tons of raw

materials to produce one ton of steel, it is more economical to haul the
finished product over long distances than it is to transport the raw
materials to the market for assembly.

Inasmuch as there are only

a

limited number of areas in the United States suitable for steel pro
duction, the industry will always tend toward geographical concentration.
Moreover, steel equipment is extremely immobile, and to attempt to move
it in response to shifting areas of demand would be expensive and un
economic.

The use of the f. o. b. mill system of pricing, however, '

would enable those locations suitable for steel production to receive
the full advantages of their natural resources.
Since steel production requires a heavy initial Investment, steel
producers will probably always be relatively few in number.

There will

always be a tendency, therefore, for the smaller producers to follow
the lead of the larger ones in setting prices.

There would not be

a#

effective an opportunity for collusion, however, if the medium of the
basing point system were removed.
incentive to reduce prices to

Moreover, producers would have an

a level consonant with reductions in costs,

since the extent of their market would depend upon the level of their
prices.

Such reductions would not be apt to lead to price wars, for

tiiB members of tho Indusfcrv are fuU v cornisant. of the disastrous
effects of initiating such a policy.
The stool industry, however, contends that the f. o. b* »w<ti
system of pricing would seriously dislocate its existing structure. It

farther

whole Industry could

of business is not
system of pricing,
allocation of
public,

This

economically justified,
and tlie

fhe

fled by their location.
.
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